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INTRODUCTION

The large number of bibliographies, indexes, catalogues and guides to source material which has appeared over the last thirty years is evidence of the volume and diversity of the documentation available. It is also an acknowledgement of the increasing complexity of literature surveys in any given subject. Yet, the benefits to be derived from the current proliferation of finding aids are limited by the scarcity of guides to the reference works themselves.

In the case of the Southwest Pacific, only a few bibliographies of bibliographies have appeared, and the most comprehensive lists in any subject have been the "reference works" sections of a number of bibliographies. There was clearly a need for a guide listing reference works on the region to further facilitate access to source material.

Brief historical background

The first bibliographies relating to the Southwest Pacific appeared almost simultaneously in France, Britain and the Netherlands in the 1880s. Until the Second World War, the volume of documentation on the region remained minimal, a situation reflected in the small number of bibliographies which appeared during this period: 32 of these have been located in Australian libraries. The establishment of the South Pacific Commission in 1947, with a mandate to oversee economic and social development and cooperation in the region, gave impetus to numerous studies and the concomitant preparation of bibliographic monographs on particular subjects of current interest. At the same time interest in the Southwest Pacific among scholars of many hues saw a growing number of theses in a number of disciplines; and it was during the 1950s that Father Patrick O'Reilly compiled bibliographies on the New Hebrides and New Caledonia, to this day the major reference works on these two island groups. As many bibliographies appeared in the 1950s as in the previous fifty years.

Since then the volume of documentation on the region has increased and so has the number of bibliographies: more than fifty have been identified for the 1960s, a figure which rose threefold in the 1970s. Figures for the first half of the 1980s suggest some stabilisation.

This later development can be attributed to a number of factors: increasing interest in developmental studies both in the region and in other parts of the world; the expansion of educational facilities which created a need for libraries and librarianship skills - a number of bibliographies have been compiled by aspiring librarians as part of their training; the transition to independence and greater self-reliance of some of the island groups in the region; and, world-wide, greater concern with bibliographical services and access to archival material under the aegis of the
United Nations Educational and Scientific Organization. A large number of reference works published in the last decade are subject-oriented and belong to series issued by specialist institutions.

Scope

Most works listed in this guide refer specifically to the Southwest Pacific, Fiji, New Caledonia, Papua New Guinea, the Solomon Islands and Vanuatu (formerly the New Hebrides). They include:

- general and subject bibliographies
- theses catalogues
- guides to archival material and manuscripts
- indexes to newspaper and journal articles
- guides to official publications
- guides to holdings of specialist libraries
- guides to serial publications.

Other works listed are subject bibliographies of wider geographical ambit but containing readily identifiable references to the region.

This guide is based primarily on reference works held in Australian libraries. However, a number of reference works located in private libraries which have been sighted and others which have been identified but not sighted have also been included. Every incomplete entry is marked by an asterisk (*).

Arrangement

Entries are arranged alphabetically by geographical unit under broad categories. There are multiple entries for joint authors, titles which cover more than one area or fall under more than one category, and works which contain specific references for two or three areas. Where all areas are specifically covered, only one reference is given under the general section, Southwest Pacific, and relevant pagination indicated in the annotation. Each entry located in Australian libraries contains full bibliographical details, annotations on the scope and arrangement, and location symbols for which a key is provided at pages ii, iii. Material held in a number of libraries is marked as "widely held".

Each entry is accompanied by a running number which is used in the indexes where a stroke between two numbers indicates multiple entries of the same reference work. The subject index is aimed at providing as many access points as possible and is extensively cross-referenced.

The question has often been asked "how does one go about compiling a guide to reference material?" The author's previous research on New Caledonia and the New Hebrides provided a starting point. Scholarly journals often include bibliographies in their annual listing of recent works. These were of valuable assistance. Library catalogues were scanned for holdings under relevant geographical and subject areas. A word of warning however: the terms "Oceania" and "Pacific" have been found to refer to Indonesia, the Philippines or Japan as often as the islands of the Pacific.
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KEY TO LIBRARY SYMBOLS
according to the National Union Catalogue 1985

AUSTRALIAN CAPITAL TERRITORY

AAWM  Australian War Memorial
ACAE  Canberra College of Advanced Education
AMG  Bureau of Mineral Resources, Geology and Geophysics
ANL  National Library of Australia
ANU  Australian National University
APAR  Commonwealth Parliamentary Library
AS:FOR  Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
         Organisation. Division of Forest Research
AS:PE  Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
         Organisation. Black Mountain Library

NEW SOUTH WALES

NHA  Hawkesbury Agricultural College
NIT  New South Wales Institute of Technology
NML  Mitchell Library
NMQU  Macquarie University
NNU  Auchmuty Library. University of Newcastle
NNPL  Newcastle Region Public Libraries
NSIE  Sydney Institute of Education
NSL  State Library of New South Wales
NU  Fisher Library. University of Sydney
NUN  University of New South Wales
NUN:M  University of New South Wales. Biomedical Library
NUN:P  University of New South Wales. Physical Sciences
         Library
NUN:S  University of New South Wales. Social Sciences
         and Humanities Library
NUNE  Dixson Library. University of New England
NWU  University of Wollongong

QUEENSLAND

QBX  Brisbane College of Advanced Education
QCX  Capricornia Institute of Advanced Education
QGU  Griffith University Library
QIT  Queensland Institute of Technology Library
QJC  James Cook University of North Queensland
QS:TCP  Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research
         Organisation. Division of Tropical Crops and
         Pastures
QSL  State Library of Queensland
QU  Central Library. University of Queensland
### SOUTH AUSTRALIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Institution Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SFU</td>
<td>Flinders University of South Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SIT</td>
<td>South Australian Institute of Technology. Central Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPAR</td>
<td>South Australia. Parliamentary Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSL</td>
<td>State Library of South Australia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SU</td>
<td>Barr Smith Library. University of Adelaide</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### TASMANIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Institution Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TSL</td>
<td>State Library of Tasmania</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TU</td>
<td>Morris Miller Library. University of Tasmania</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VICTORIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Institution Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>VBAX</td>
<td>Ballarat College of Advanced Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VBX</td>
<td>Bendigo College of Advanced Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCITC</td>
<td>Chisholm Institute of Technology. Caulfield Campus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VCPR</td>
<td>Victoria College. Prahran Campus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VDU</td>
<td>Deakin University Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VECO</td>
<td>Melbourne College of Advanced Education. Kew Campus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VFIT</td>
<td>Footscray Institute of Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VIT</td>
<td>Royal Melbourne Institute of Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VLU</td>
<td>La Trobe University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VMOU</td>
<td>Monash University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VPAR</td>
<td>Victoria. Parliamentary Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VS:CL</td>
<td>Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation. Central Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VSL</td>
<td>State Library of Victoria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VU</td>
<td>Baillieu Library. University of Melbourne</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VU:Q</td>
<td>Queen's College. University of Melbourne</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### WESTERN AUSTRALIA

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Institution Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WIT</td>
<td>T.L. Robertson Library. Western Australian Institute of Technology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WLB</td>
<td>Library Board of Western Australia. State Biographical Centre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WMDU</td>
<td>Murdoch University</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WPAR</td>
<td>Western Australia. Parliamentary Library</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WU</td>
<td>University of Western Australia</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### NORTHERN TERRITORY

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>Institution Name</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>XCCF</td>
<td>Darwin Community College</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GENERAL

1. Alexander Turnbull Library
   Union catalogue of New Zealand and Pacific manuscripts in New Zealand libraries
   2 vols. 113 pp., ix; 185 pp., ix; processed
   Part I: Notifications from libraries other than the Alexander Turnbull Library. Part II: Notifications from the Alexander Turnbull Library.
   Alphabetical author/title lists with shelf number of items and location.
   ANU, NSIE, VSL

2. Allen, Percy S.
   "Bibliography of works on Pacific Islands" in Stewart's Handbook of the Pacific Islands 31, pp.385-428
   Sydney: McCarron, Stewart, 1919
   Alphabetical author lists under general and island group classifications of books and articles in more commonly read European languages.
   ANL, NML

3. Allied Geographical Section. Southwest Pacific area
   An annotated bibliography of the Southwest Pacific and adjacent areas. Vol.2: The Mandated Territory of New Guinea, Papua, the British Solomon Islands, the New Hebrides and Micronesia
   Alphabetical author lists, by broad regional group, of books and articles in more commonly read European languages. Entries include description of contents and location of reference. See also Vol.4, Supplement (1945), pp.435-536.
   Widely held

4. Aroksaar, Richard (comp.)
   Preliminary list of Pacific bibliographies in the South Pacific Commission Library

5. Australia. Department of Defence. Joint Intelligence Bureau
   Pacific Handbook of selected reference material
   No publication details, truncated pagination, processed
   Alphabetical title lists by subject with brief annotations.
   Mostly post-1940 references; wide-ranging.
   ANL
6. Australian National University. Research School of Pacific Studies. Pacific Manuscripts Bureau

Short titles and index to microfilms PMB 1-1000 (Manuscripts series)
Listing by microfilm running number of private papers, official correspondence, company papers. Comprehensive, cross-referenced name index with subject subheadings.
Widely held

7. Australian National University. Research School of Pacific Studies. Pacific Manuscripts Bureau

Short titles and index to microfilms PMB Doc 1-390 (Printed documents series)
Listing by microfilm running number of newspapers, legislative proceedings, periodicals, official reports, government gazettes. Author, journal and regional indexes.
Widely held

8. Barringer, George A.

Catalogue de l'histoire de l'Océanie
Chronological title list by major geographical division subdivided into generalities and details. Entries in more commonly read European languages. Some annotations and some translations of titles.
ANU (Research School of Pacific Studies)

9. Buell, Raymond Leslie

*Problems of the Pacific: a brief bibliography


Guide to the collections. 4 vols
Canberra: National Library of Australia, 1974-1982. 682, viii; 567; 557; xxvi, 522
Published and unpublished material held by the National Library listed under headings arranged in a dictionary catalogue format. Most headings are accompanied by explanatory notes and entries by shelf number. Additional relevant entries are cross-referenced in index.
Widely held
11. Burton, Robert E.  
*Travel in Oceania, Australia and New Zealand: a guide to information sources*  

12. California, University of. Santa Cruz. Library  
*Catalog of the South Pacific Collection*  
Dictionary catalogue entries by author, title, series and by subject with geographical subdivisions. Locality may head entries with subject subdivisions (e.g. Oceania, Papua New Guinea, Melanesia). Widely held

13. Cammack, Floyd M. and Saito, Shuo  
*Pacific Island bibliography*  
Compiled from a selection of materials in the Pacific Collection at the University of Hawaii's Gregg M. Sinclair Library. Alphabetical author lists by region of works in more commonly read European languages published after 1948, and of earlier unpublished material. Marked Social Sciences orientation. Some non-English titles translated. Extensive name index. Widely held

14. Chapman, Rosemary and Coleman, Michael D. (comps)  
*Manuscripts and archives in Auckland University Library*  
Bibliographical Bulletin 6  
Alphabetical author lists under general; literary manuscripts in non-Oceanic languages; Maori and other Pacific Islands languages; industrial relations; University of Auckland. Name and subject index in one alphabetical sequence indicates references to the Southwest Pacific. ANU
15. Coleman, Michael D. and Chapman, Rosemary (comps)  
Manuscripts and archives in Auckland University Library  
Bibliographical Bulletin 6  
Alphabetical author lists under general; literary manuscripts  
in non-Oceanic languages; Maori and other Pacific Islands  
languages; industrial relations; University of Auckland. Name  
and subject index in one alphabetical sequence indicates  
references to the Southwest Pacific.  
ANU

16. Condliffe, John Bell  
A Pacific bibliography  
p.66: Solomon Islands. Alphabetical author/title lists by  
island group of 1920's publications with brief descriptive  
notes. Journals listed on p.79.  
NML, NMQU

17. Conover, Helen F. (comp.)  
Islands of the Pacific: a select list of references  
Washington: The Library of Congress. Division of Bibliography,  
1943. 181 pp., processed  
Supplementary to 1931 bibliography published in Subject  
Catalogue of the Royal Empire Society (q.v. 38).  
pp.1-70: General; pp.71-78: Fiji; pp.81-87: British Solomon  
pp.125-29: New Caledonia. Partially annotated alphabetical  
author/title lists by area of books, journal articles, official  
publications, reports and handbooks. Subject subheadings;  
running number and Library of Congress shelf number. Author and  
subject indexes.  
NML

18. Conover, Helen (comp.)  
Non self-governing areas with special emphasis on mandates and  
trusteeships: a selected list of references. Vol.2  
Washington: The Library of Congress. General Reference and  
Bibliography Division, 1947. Pagination continues from Vol.1  
pp.396-99: British Empire possessions in the Pacific;  
pp.399-400: French possessions. Author (and other names) index  
gives running number of relevant references.  
ANU
19. Coppell, W.G. and Stratigos, S.
**A bibliography of Pacific islands theses and dissertations**
Canberra: Australian National University. Research School of Pacific Studies; Hawaii: Brigham Young University. The Institute for Polynesian Studies, 1983. xii, 520 pp.
Alphabetical author/title index with full details. Subject index with short titles. Covers items to 1980. Gives a directory of universities and colleges and a list of theses reference works.
Widely held

20. Dickson, Diane and Dossor, Carol (comps)
**World catalogue of theses on the Pacific Islands**
Alphabetical author list of theses in more commonly read European languages by locality with subject subdivisions whenever applicable. Gives titles of theses published. Covers period 1890-1968. A number of inaccuracies with non-English theses.
Widely held

21. Dossor, Carol and Dickson, Diane (comps)
**World catalogue of theses on the Pacific Islands**
Alphabetical author list of theses in more commonly read European languages by locality with subject subdivisions whenever applicable. Gives titles of theses published. Covers period 1890-1968. A number of inaccuracies with non-English theses.
Widely held

22. Federley, Berndt et al (comp.)
**Sources of the history of North Africa, Asia and Oceania in Finland, Norway and Sweden**
Finland: no Pacific references. pp.35-111: Norway. Listing by government department or repository, by country of reference. See in particular "Reports from Consulates and Legations: Oceania" under Archives of the Royal Norwegian Ministry of Foreign Affairs. Covers a wide range of repositories, institutions, authorities and includes the media. Sweden: very few Pacific references. Introductory notes to each repository. Index of personal, geographic and other names and of archives and collections.
NSL, NUN:S
23. Felts, Margaret (comp.)
Archives of the South Pacific Commission and related papers. A guide to collections
Santa Cruz: University of California. Library, 1971. 58 pp., processed
University of California, Santa Cruz. Center for South Pacific Studies. Bibliographical Series 1
Lists papers presented to the University by former personnel of the South Pacific Commission for the period 1947-1970. Detailed inventory of boxes by their number. Contents: miscellaneous administrative papers; reports; projects; conferences; proceedings 1st–32nd sessions (1948–1969).
Widely held

24. Hamer, Philip M. (ed.)
* Materials in the National Archives relating to the southern and western Pacific areas
National Archives Reference Information Circular 2.

25. Hansen, C. Rise (comp.)
Sources of the history of North Africa, Asia and Oceania in Denmark
A variety of arrangements to deal with a multitude of repositories and collections. A geographical, personal and other names index. Relevant references under Bismarck Archipelago, New Britain and Melanesia.
NSL, NUN:S, VU

United Nations documents relating to the South Pacific
ANU, NML, SFU, VMU, VU

27. Hughes, Roger
Oceania: a basic annotated bibliography for students, librarians and general readers
Commonwealth Bibliographies 15
Author lists by region with subject subheadings according to available literature. Includes an audio-visual supplement. Excludes New Caledonia. No index.

Widely held

28. Ingleton, Geoffrey Chapman (comp.)
A catalogue of select books from the Ingleton collection: a library of Antarctica and Australiana bibliography and cartography, hydrography and nautica, New Zealand and Pacific voyages and travels
NML, SSL, VU

29. Institut für Asienkunde
Ausgewählte neuere Literatur (A selected bibliography of recent literature)
Hamburg: Institut für Asienkunde. 1977- quarterly
Has a Pacific section with individual island groups. Lists monographs and journals; brief annotations in German-English; French and German references. Each issue has a geography/subject index, author index and subject/area index. Format now varied: Pacific section in every two or three issues only.
VMOU

30. International Council on Archives (Commission française du guide des sources de l'histoire des nations)
Sources de l'histoire de l'Asie et de l'Océanie dans les archives et bibliothèques françaises. 2 vols
Part 1: Archives. Selective list of documents held in a number of repositories arranged by repository with introductory notes to each section and descriptive annotations in French for each entry. Covers national, departmental, ministerial and private archives. In appendix: list of Ministers of Colonies, 1626-1958; Directors of Central Administration (Colonies), 1710-1954; Colonial Administrators by colony.
Part 2: Bibliothèque Nationale. Material held listed by repository within the Bibliothèque Nationale and by collection thereunder. Explanatory notes on repositories; descriptive notes and shelf number for each entry as well as running number. Dictionary/catalogue format author and subject index.
NSL, NUN:S, VMOU
31. Ives, Alan (comp.)
* Archives in the Pacific – a short bibliography to 1971

32. Jaquet, Frits G.P.
* Sources of the history of Asia and Oceania in the Netherlands.
Part II: Sources 1796–1949
International Council on Archives. Guides to the sources for the history of nations. Series 3, vol.4

33. Jeffery, Walter James (comp.)
Index to the Nautical Magazine 1832–1894
Sydney: Mitchell Library, 1974. ii, 393 pp., processed
Dictionary-catalogue listing by names under individual island group; gives short title and publication data of relevant articles
ANU, NML

34. Joint Bank-Fund Library
The developing areas. A classified bibliography. Vol.3: Asia and Oceania
Dewey classification shelf lists by country. Geographic index and table of contents.
ANU

35. Langdon, Robert (ed.) and Woodhouse, Margaret (comp.)
Cumulative index to the "Pacific Islands Monthly", Volumes 1 to 15 [August 1930 to July 1945]
ANU

36. Langdon, Robert (ed.), Woodhouse, Margaret and Tryon, Gaye (comps)
Cumulative index to the "Pacific Islands Monthly", Volumes 16 to 25 [August 1945 to July 1955]
Canberra: Australian National University. Research School of
37. Leeson, Ida

A bibliography of bibliographies of the South Pacific
Alphabetical author lists by region with subject subheadings of bibliographies included in monographs. Partially annotated. Dictionary catalogue index.
Widely held

38. Lewin, Evans

Subject catalogue of the Library of the Royal Empire Society, formerly the Royal Colonial Institute. Vol.2
Non-sequential author/title lists by area with subject subdivisions of works in more commonly read European languages. Author and geographical headings indexes.
ANU, NML

39. Lewin, Evans

The Pacific region: a bibliography of the Pacific and East Indian islands, exclusive of Japan
Royal Empire Society Bibliographies 11
Sections 1-7: Alphabetical author list by subject. Sections 8-18: Area headings with localised subheadings. Author and geographical indexes.
ANU, NML, TSL, VLU, WU

40. London, University of. School of Oriental and African Studies

Library Catalogue Vol.20: Subject catalogue - South East Asia and Pacific Islands
Catalogue card listing by country with subject subheadings.
NML
41. McLaren Collection
Extensive and varied collection with two relevant sections.
VU

42. Mander-Jones, Phyllis (ed.)
*Manuscripts in the British Isles relating to Australia, New Zealand and the Pacific*
Entries listed by repository, official or private, with full references and description of contents. Subdivisions vary according to classification adopted by individual repositories. A comprehensive index of personal and place names. Widely held

43. Meleisa, M. and Ngavirue, Mb.
*Twentieth century Pacific bibliography*
Port Moresby: University of Papua New Guinea, 1973. 73 pp., processed
Author list of books, reports and letters. Author list of articles from journals held at the University of Papua New Guinea. Chronological index of articles in *Journal of Pacific History* and *Pacific Islands Monthly*, 1945-1968.
ANU, NU, SFU, VU

44. Mitchell Library
*Index to the "Nautical Magazine" 1832-1894*, compiled by Walter James Jeffery
Sydney: Mitchell Library, 1974. ii, 393 pp., processed
Dictionary-catalogue listing by names under individual island group; gives short title and publication data of relevant articles
ANU, NML
45. Mitchell Library
Catalogue of manuscripts of Australasia and the Pacific in the Mitchell Library, Sydney. 2 vols
Enteries listed by author, collector or heading relating to subject or form of manuscript. Brief descriptive notes. Name and subject index.
Widely held

46. National Archives of Fiji (formerly Central Archives of Fiji and the Western Pacific High Commission)
Catalogue of microfilms. Library series
Suva, Fiji: The Archives, 1966- irregular
Non-sequential list of official and unofficial references with some descriptive notes. Author and title index.
Widely held

47. National Library of Australia
Current Awareness Bulletin IE 128: Pacific Islands
Dictionary catalogue listing by subject of books received in the National Library.
Widely held

48. National Library of Australia
Current Awareness Bulletin IE 192: Oceania
Dictionary catalogue listing of recent publications received in the National Library with interim shelf number.
Widely held

49. National Library of Australia
Area Studies Current Awareness Bulletin IE 317: Pacific Islands
Widely held

50. Ngavirue, Mb. and Meleisa, M.
Twentieth century Pacific bibliography
Port Moresby: University of Papua New Guinea, 1973. 73 pp., processed
Author list of books, reports and letters. Author list of articles from journals held at the University of Papua New Guinea. Chronological index of articles in Journal of Pacific History and Pacific Islands Monthly, 1945-1968.

ANU, NU, SFU, VU

Union list of Pacific imprint serials held in Pacific libraries
Alphabetical title list giving country of publication, location and holdings available of more than 2100 serials published in fifteen Pacific countries.
Widely held

52. Papua New Guinea, University of. Library
New Guinea periodical index. Guide to current periodical literature about New Guinea
Port Moresby: University of Papua New Guinea, 1968- annual cumulation
Dictionary-catalogue listing by author and subject of scholarly reviews, newspaper articles, obituaries etc. Some references on Fiji and New Caledonia.
Widely held

53. Partington, James Edge
Catalogue of the Australasian collection of books and pictures formed by the late James Edge Partington, with a memoir by Harvey G. Beasley
Alphabetical author list of books, reports, pamphlets, lithographs, parliamentary acts and papers in more commonly read European languages. Some descriptive notes. Locality/subject index.
QSL, TSL, VMOU, VU

54. Petherick, Edward Augustus
Petherick Collection
Canberra: National Library of Australia
Box 81: Fiji Islands; box 83: New Hebrides; box 85: New Caledonia; box 86: Solomon Islands; box 88: New Guinea. Each box contains chronologically arranged hand-written entries of relevant literature, references to unpublished papers and newspaper cuttings.
ANU
55. Polansky, Patricia (comp.)
Russian writings on the South Pacific area: a preliminary edition
Author lists arranged on a geographical/cultural basis with location of sources cited and extensive English translations of titles. Author, subject, Russian titles and English titles indexes.
ANL, NML, NMQU

56. Ragatz, Lowell (comp.)
A bibliography of articles, descriptive, historical and scientific, on colonies and other dependent territories, appearing in American geographical and kindred journals. 2 vols
Widely held

57. Riesenfeld, A.
The megalithic culture of Melanesia
pp.686-716: alphabetical author list of books and journal articles in more commonly read European languages.
ANU, QSL

58. Roessingh, Marius P.H. (comp.) (Netherlands State Archive Service. Royal Institute of Linguistics and Anthropology)
Sources of the history of Asia and Oceania in the Netherlands. Part I: Sources up to 1796
International Council on Archives. Guides to the sources for the history of nations, series 3: North Africa, Asia and Oceania. Vol.4
Subdivided according to organization of Dutch archives in alphabetical sequence, but State Archives of Netherlands treated first; followed by municipal archives; other institutions; privately owned archives. Translation given for all manuscript headings. Explanatory notes in English. Index to archives and collections. Personal and geographical names index.
ANL, ANU

59. Ronnie, Mary A. (comp.)
The Pacific and its neighbours. A select list with annotations
exploration, voyaging theories - with regional subheadings.
Brief descriptive notes. Author index.
ANL, NML

60. Roth, H.
**South Pacific government serials**
Bibliographical Bulletin 9
A revised and enlarged edition of the University of Auckland
Library Bibliographical Bulletin 4. Lists annual reports,
gazettes, parliamentary papers and debates and statistics by
island group. Holdings at the University of Auckland
identified.
Widely held

61. Saito, Shuo and Cammack, Floyd M.
**Pacific Island bibliography**
Compiled from a selection of materials in the Pacific Collection
at the University of Hawaii's Gregg M. Sinclair Library.
Alphabetical author lists by region of works in more commonly
read European languages published after 1948, and of earlier
unpublished material. Marked Social Sciences orientation. Some
non-English titles translated. Extensive name index.
Widely held

62. South Pacific Commission
**Select list of publications of the South Pacific Commission**
Noumea: South Pacific Commission, 1978- annual, processed
Chronological listing of articles and reports by publication
series.
ANU, NML, VU, WLB

63. South Pacific, University of the. Library
**Bibliography of periodical articles relating to the South
Pacific**
Suva, Fiji: University of the South Pacific, irregular, 1974-
First three issues list only articles available in the
University of the South Pacific Library. Subsequent issues
include holdings in the Library of the South Pacific Commission
has several appendices: seminars; workshops; theses from
Pacific Theological College; South Pacific Commission reports.
Alphabetical author list by subject with locality subheadings.
Subject index and author index in all issues.
ANL, ANU, NNCU
64. Stratigos, S. and Coppell, W.G.
A bibliography of Pacific islands theses and dissertations
Canberra: Australian National University. Research School of
Pacific Studies; Hawaii: Brigham Young University. The
Institute for Polynesian Studies, 1983. xii, 520 pp.
Alphabetical author/title index with full details. Subject
index with short titles. Covers items to 1980. Gives a
directory of universities and colleges and a list of theses
reference works.
Widely held

65. Swift, Catherine (comp.)
Union list of higher degree theses of the universities of New
Zealand
Alphabetical author list by subject, indicating location of
references. Subject index with regional cross-references.
ANU

66. Sydney Free Public Library
Australasian bibliography: Catalogue of books in the Free
Library, Sydney, relating to, or published in, Australasia.
2 vols
pp.521-65: Polynesia (includes Melanesia).
A three-part catalogue each of which is necessary to obtain full
bibliographical information.
NML, NSL, SSL

67. Titcomb, Margaret (comp.)
Pacific: a core collection
Ann Arbor, Michigan: Xerox University Microfilms, 1973. vi,
61 pp.
Alphabetical author lists of old and new books by broad subject:
history; environment; ethnography; bibliography. Annotations
and running number. Out of print entries identified.
Geographic, author, title indexes.
ANU, VMOU

68. Tryon, Gaye and Woodhouse, Margaret (comps) and Langdon, Robert
(ed.)
Cumulative index to the "Pacific Islands Monthly", Volumes
16 to 25 [August 1945 to July 1955]
Canberra: Australian National University. Research School of
Widely held

69. United States. Library of Congress
* Islands of the Pacific: a selected list of references

70. Vandewoude, Emile and Vanrie, André
* Guide des sources de l'histoire d'Afrique du Nord, d'Asie et d'Océanie conservées en Belgique
ANU, NSL, NUN:S, VU

71. Vanrie, André and Vandewoude, Emile
* Guide des sources de l'histoire d'Afrique du Nord, d'Asie et d'Océanie conservées en Belgique
ANU, NSL, NUN:S, VU

72. Woodhouse, Margaret (comp.) and Langdon, Robert (ed.)
Cumulative index to the "Pacific Islands Monthly", Volumes 1 to 15 [August 1930 to July 1945]
ANU

73. Woodhouse, Margaret and Tryon, Gaye (comps) and Langdon, Robert (ed.)
Cumulative index to the "Pacific Islands Monthly", Volumes 16 to 25 [August 1945 to July 1955]

EARTH SCIENCES

74. Annales de géographie
Paris: Armand Colin, 1892- annual
"Bibliographie géographique annuelle". Alphabetical author lists by locality. Relevant sections: Melanesie, Polynésie. Relevant references in other sections indicated at end of each section. Author index.
ANU

75. Beardsley, Elaine and Kroenke, Loren W. (eds)
Bibliography of geology and geophysics in the South Pacific
ix, 91 pp.
AMG, VSL

76. Bender, Thomas A. and Vitale, Charles S.
* Selected bibliography of climatic maps for the Western Pacific Ocean
mimeographed

77. Berger, A.R., Stow, D.A.V. and Skidmore J.
* Preliminary bibliography on groundwater in developing countries 1970 to 1976
78. Bryan, Edwin H. Jr
* "A guide to maps of the Pacific Ocean area" in Western Association of Map Libraries. Information Bulletin 2:1(1970) 1-16

79. Commonwealth Bureau of Soils
Bibliography on soils and agriculture in the Pacific Islands excluding Hawaii
Farnham Royal, United Kingdom: Commonwealth Agricultural Bureaux, 1970. 20 pp., processed
Commonwealth Bureau of Soils. Annotated Bibliography 1383 Seventy-eight entries on Melanesia. Non-sequential list of journal articles and research papers in more commonly read European languages. All references given in English and accompanied by abstracts of varying length.
AS:FOR

80. Commonwealth Bureau of Soils
Soils of the South Pacific Islands 1969-1977
Farnham Royal, United Kingdom: Commonwealth Agricultural Bureaux, 1978. 17 pp., processed
QS:TCP

81. Commonwealth Regional Renewable Energy Resources Information System (CRRERIS)
Commonwealth Regional Renewable Energy Resources Index
Melbourne: Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organisation, 1981
Data-base index to material published by countries co-operating in CRRERIS. Includes Fiji, Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands, Vanuatu. Does not have a regional index but CRRERIS will retrieve relevant information on request.
VS:CL

82. Fouhy, E. and Thompson, R.M.C.
Selected list of bibliographies of South Pacific Islands
New Zealand Oceanographic Institute. Miscellaneous Publication 91 Alphabetical author/title list of bibliographies covering the
central South Pacific region from the Equator to the Tropic of Capricorn and from French Polynesia to New Guinea. Access to relevant entries through list of islands in appendix with running number cross-references.

ANU

83. Grier, Mary Catherine (comp.)

References on the physical oceanography of the Western Pacific Ocean
Hydrographic Office Publication 238
Alphabetical author/title lists of references in more commonly read European languages. Index of geographic names with subject subheadings indicates running number of relevant references.

ANU

84. Jouannic, Christian and Thompson, Rose-Marie (eds)

* Bibliography of geology and geophysics of the Southwestern Pacific

ANL

85. Kroenke, Loren W. and Beardsley, Elaine (eds)

Bibliography of geology and geophysics in the South Pacific

AMG, VSL

86. MacFadden, Clifford Herbert

A bibliography of Pacific area maps
Studies of the Pacific 6
pp.64-71: Oceania. Lists commercial, physical, political, economic or strategic maps published between 1917 and 1938.

ANL, ANU, VSL
87. Marsden, Brian Sutcliffe and Tugby, Elise (comps)
Alphabetical author lists of theses presented at New Zealand universities and at Australian universities. Locality code and listing at beginning of work enables identification of theses relevant to the Southwest Pacific.
NIT, NUN, SIT, WU

88. Morrison, R.J.
Bibliography on soils information from the South Pacific
Pagination as at Appendix 4 in Proceedings of the South Pacific Regional Forum on Soil Taxonomy from which this work is reprinted.
Non-sequential listings of seminar papers, reports and journal articles by island group.
ANL

89. Orvedal, Arnold Clifford
Bibliography of the soils in the tropics. Vol.IV: Tropics in general and islands of Pacific and Indian Oceans
Agriculture Technology for Developing Countries. Technical Series Bulletin 17
Alphabetical author lists by region with brief descriptive notes; French and English references.
ANL

90. Rigby M. (ed)
* Collected bibliographies on physical oceanography (1953–1964)

91. Royal Geographical Society
Review of British geographical work during the hundred years, 1789–1889
NML
92. Skidmore J., Stow, D.A.V. and Berger, A.R.
* Preliminary bibliography on groundwater in developing countries 1970 to 1976

93. Stow, D.A.V., Skidmore J. and Berger, A.R.
* Preliminary bibliography on groundwater in developing countries 1970 to 1976

94. Sund, Paul N.
* Tuna, oceanography and meteorology of the Pacific: an annotated bibliography 1950-1978

95. Thompson, R.M.C. and Fouhy, E.
Selected list of bibliographies of South Pacific Islands
New Zealand Oceanographic Institute. Miscellaneous Publication 91
Alphabetical author/title lists of bibliographies covering the central South Pacific region from the Equator to the Tropic of Capricorn and from French Polynesia to New Guinea. Access to relevant entries through list of islands in appendix with running number cross-references.

96. Thompson, Rose-Marie and Jouannic, Christian (eds)
* Bibliography of geology and geophysics of the Southwestern Pacific

97. Tugby, Elise and Marsden, Brian Sutcliffe (comps)
Alphabetical author lists of theses presented at New Zealand universities and at Australian universities. Locality code and listing at beginning of work enables identification of theses relevant to the Southwest Pacific.
NIT, NUN, SIT, WU
98. Tugby, Elise and Wadley, David
* Australasian theses in geography 1972-80. Analysis and classified bibliography
A number of entries on Pacific Islands. Alphabetical author list followed by four different search tabulations.
Widely held

* References on the physical oceanography of the Western Pacific Ocean
Hydrographic Office Publication 238
Alphabetical author list of books and journal articles in more commonly read European languages. Partially annotated. Some titles translated. Subject index with geographical subdivisions.
ANU

100. Vitale, Charles S. and Bender, Thomas A.
* Selected bibliography of climatic maps for the Western Pacific Ocean
mimeographed

101. Wadley, David and Tugby, Elise
* Australasian theses in geography 1972-80. Analysis and classified bibliography
A number of entries on Pacific Islands. Alphabetical author list followed by four different search tabulations.
Widely held

102. Wroth, Laurence C.
* The early cartography of the Pacific
New York: [Bibliographical Society of America] 1944
Bibliographical Society of America. Papers 38:2
SSL
103. Bartlett, Harley H.
*Bfire in relation to primitive agriculture and grazing in the tropics.* Annotated bibliography. 3 vols
Each volume contains an alphabetical author/title list with extensive annotations. Mixed subject/area index indicates relevant entries under Melanesia and individual island groups. Author's name and area under discussion at the top of each page.
ANU, NHA

104. Cheel, E.
"Bibliography of Australia, New Zealand and Pacific Islands lichens" in *Journal and Proceedings of the Royal Society of New South Wales for 1906.* 141-54
Sydney: The Society, 1881- annual
pp.151-53: South Sea Islands. Non-sequential author lists by island group.
ANU

105. Commonwealth Bureau of Soils
*Bibliography on soils and agriculture in the Pacific Islands excluding Hawaii*
Farnham Royal, United Kingdom: Commonwealth Agricultural Bureaux, 1970. 20 pp., processed
Commonwealth Bureau of Soils. Annotated Bibliography 1383 Seventy-eight entries on Melanesia. Non-sequential list of journal articles and research papers in more commonly read European languages. All references given in English and accompanied by abstracts of varying lengths.
AS:FOR

106. Firman, Ivor D.
*Bibliography of plant pathology and mycology in the area of the South Pacific Commission, 1820-1976*
South Pacific Commission Technical Paper 176
ANL
107. Firman, Ivor D. (comp.)
Annotated bibliography on sources of information on plant
disease distribution in the area of the South Pacific Commission
South Pacific Commission Technical Paper 172
Alphabetical author list with abstracts of reports and records.
Chronological list of Technical Documents issued by the Food
Agricultural Organization. Locality index.
ANU, NHA

108. Fosberg, F. Raymond and Sachet, Marie-Hélène
"Vegetation of tropical islands" in their Island Bibliographies
Supplement
pp.309-50, 427
Alphabetical author list of books, journal articles, reports, in
more commonly read European languages. Brief descriptive notes
or abstracts. pp.351-62: Regional and subject indexes;
pp.364-416: List of abbreviations used.
ANU, NHA, NML

109. Merrill, D. Elmer
A botanical bibliography of the islands of the Pacific
Washington: Smithsonian Institution. United States National
United States National Herbarium, 30:1
Alphabetical author/title lists with brief descriptive notes of
references in more commonly read European languages. Subject
index by area with subject subheadings and a geographical index.
ANL, ANU

110. Miller, Harvey A. et al
* Bryological bibliography of the tropical Pacific Islands
Honolulu: Pacific Scientific Information Center. Bernice P.

111. Pacific Scientific Information Center
* Annotated bibliography on animal husbandry and diseases in the
Pacific area
Honolulu: Bernice P. Bishop Museum, 1967
South Pacific Commission Information Document 2
112. Peters, Frank E.  
**Chemical composition of South Pacific foods: an annotated bibliography**  
South Pacific Commission Technical Paper 100  
Alphabetical author/title lists with abstract of essential data.  
Author and food plant indexes cross-referenced to running number.  
ANU

113. Rehder, Alfred  
**The Bradley bibliography. A guide to the literature of the woody plants of the world, published before the beginning of the twentieth century.**  
5 vols  
Publications of the Arnold Arboretum 3  
Entries listed chronologically by subject in all volumes.  
References on Pacific Islands and individual island groups scattered throughout and identifiable from table of contents and subject index. References in more commonly read European languages.  
Widely held

114. Rollet, Bernard  
**Bibliography on mangrove research 1600-1975**  
Non-sequential data base title list. Extensive subject and name index gives access to references relevant to the Southwest Pacific. Numerous statistical analyses at beginning of work.  
Author index.  
ANL, ANU, NSL, VSL, VU

115. Russell, Findlay E. and Scharffenberg, Richard S.  
**Bibliography of snake venoms and venomous snakes**  
pp.19, 150-52: Australia and the Pacific. Author list of books and journal articles by subject with regional subheadings.  
ANU, NUN

116. Sachet, Marie-Hélène and Fosberg, F. Raymond  
"Vegetation of tropical islands" in their **Island Bibliographies Supplement**  
Alphabetical author list of books, journal articles, reports, in
ANU, NHA, NML

117. Scharffenberg, Richard S. and Russell, Findlay E.
Bibliography of snake venoms and venomous snakes
pp.19, 150-52: Australia and the Pacific. Author list of books and journal articles by subject with regional subheadings.
ANU, NUN

118. Tamson, Rita
Bibliography on medicinal plants and related subjects
South Pacific Commission Technical Paper 171
ANL, ANU

119. Wycoff, Edith
* Bibliographies relating to flora
Cincinnati: Lloyd Library and Museum, 1913
pp.469-92: Oceanica

MEDICINE AND PUBLIC HEALTH

120. Bourre, Anne-Laure (comp.)
Noumea: South Pacific Commission, 1973-1978
South Pacific Commission Technical Paper 142
French and English journal articles listed under Dewey classification in all issues. Presentation varied: brief descriptive notes in English or lengthy annotations in either French or English. French titles translated in first two addenda; Addendum 5: chronological entries under Dewey classification. Dewey, subject, and author indexes in all issues.
ANU
121. Flores, B.H. and Kuno, Goro (comps)
* Bibliography of dengue fever and dengue-like illnesses, 1780-1981

122. Freund, Paul and Marshall, Mac
"Research bibliography of alcohol and kava studies in Oceania: update and additional items" in Micronesica 13 (1977) 313-17
Agana, Guam: University of Guam, 1964- semi-annual
Alphabetical author/title lists of books and articles in more commonly read European languages with translation of non-English titles.
ANU, NML

123. Iyengar, M.O.T.
Annotated bibliography of filariasis and elephantiasis. Part II: Studies on mosquitoes of the South Pacific region
Chronological listing of books and journal articles in more commonly read European languages. Brief descriptive notes or extensive abstracts. Covers period 1889-1955. Author index.
ANL, ANU

124. Iyengar, M.O.T.
A review of the literature on the distribution and epidemiology of filariasis in the South Pacific region
South Pacific Commission Technical Paper 126
Chronological listing of books, journal articles, reports, in English and French, covering period 1785-1958. Extensive annotations in English. Author index.
ANL, ANU

125. Kuno, Goro and Flores, B.H. (comps)
* Bibliography of dengue fever and dengue-like illnesses, 1780-1981

126. Marshall, Mac
"Research bibliography of alcohol and kava studies in Oceania" in Micronesica 10:2 (1974) 299-306
Agana, Guam: University of Guam, 1964- semi-annual
Alphabetical author list of articles, commission reports and conference papers. Does not contain references to larger works
on alcohol and kava. Covers the whole Pacific but a number of references on the Southwest region.

127. Marshall, Mac and Freund, Paul
"Research bibliography of alcohol and kava studies in Oceania: update and additional items" in *Micronesica* 13 (1977) 313-17
Agana, Guam: University of Guam, 1964- semi-annual
Alphabetical author/title lists of books and articles in more commonly read European languages with translation of non-English titles.

128. Russell, Findlay E. and Scharffenberg, Richard S.
*Bibliography of snake venoms and venomous snakes*
pp.19, 150-52: Australia and the Pacific. Author list of books and journal articles by subject with regional subheadings.

129. Scharffenberg, Richard S. and Russell, Findlay E.
*Bibliography of snake venoms and venomous snakes*
pp.19, 150-52: Australia and the Pacific. Author list of books and journal articles by subject with regional subheadings.

130. South Pacific Commission
*Health: Checklist of principal documents 1949-1969*
Noumea: South Pacific Commission, 1969. i, 125 pp., processed
Comprehensive listing under a variety of arrangements of a wide range of documentation on health in the South Pacific.

131. South Pacific Commission
*Selected list of bibliographical references on ichthyosarcotoxism*
Noumea: South Pacific Commission, 1968. 14 pp., mimeographed

132. South Pacific Commission
*Tuberculosis in the South Pacific: a selected list of bibliographical references with annotations and background notes*
Noumea: South Pacific Commission, 1958. 52 pp., mimeographed
133. Tamson, Rita
Bibliography on medicinal plants and related subjects
South Pacific Commission Technical Paper 171
pp.7-30: medicinal plants in the South Pacific Commission area;
pp.55-56: traditional medicine in the South Pacific Commission area;
pp.73-74: witchcraft and sorcery in same area;
pp.103-32: addenda. Alphabetical author/title lists by island
group of books and journal articles in more commonly read
European languages. Author index.
ANL, ANU

SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES

134. Australia. Department of Overseas Trade. Central Library
Pacific Islands and Papua New Guinea: economic background.
A select reading list of material held in the Central Library
6 leaves, processed
Non-sequential listing of monographs and journal articles by
tion, with the Library's call number. Mostly 1970s
references.
ANL, NSIE, VSL, VU

135. Belshaw, Cyril S.
Small scale industry for the South Pacific. Preliminary papers
South Pacific Commission Technical Paper 89
pp.59-66: bibliography. Publications with material on Pacific
Island craft and industries. Entries cover official
publications and secondary sources.
ANU

136. Blauvelt, Evan and Durlacher, Jennifer (eds)
Sources of Asian/Pacific economic information. Vol.1
Guinea; pp.238-39: Solomon Islands. Listing by region of a
wide range of official and unofficial publications giving
statistical and economic data. Alphabetical and subject indexes
with regional subdivisions.
Widely held

137. Borchardt, D.H. and Stafford, R.
Devindex Australia: Index to Australian literature on social and
economic development 1975-1979
La Trobe University. Library Publication 27
Non-sequential listing of books, journal articles, chapters in books, conference papers and theses under facts, trends and analyses; prescriptions for decision-making; official policies, plans, programmes, arrangements; development action; operational experience; consequences and evaluations; resources and tools for development. Subject, geographical, institution and author indexes. Includes references on Southwest Pacific island groups. Widely held

138. Brunn, Stanley D.
Urbanization in developing countries: an international bibliography
ANU

139. Buick, Barbara (comp.)
Squatter settlements in developing countries: a bibliography
Canberra: Australian National University. Research School of Pacific Studies, 1975. xvi, 158 pp.
Research School of Pacific Studies. Aids to Research Series A/3 pp.81-87: Oceania. Alphabetical author lists by region of books, journal articles, theses, government reports, seminar papers, United Nations and South Pacific Commission documents. ANU

140. Bulmer, Susan and Johnston, Gabrielle
A revised bibliography of New Guinea archaeology
Working papers in Anthropology, Archaeology, Linguistics, Maori Studies. 43A: Archaeology
Updated revision of 1972 edition. (q.v.369) Alphabetical author lists by subject of journal articles, theses, unpublished papers and manuscripts in more commonly read European languages. Includes references to Melanesia and Solomon Islands. Author index and locality index of archaeological sites.
NU, NUN, VLU
141. California, University of. San Diego
The Hill collection of Pacific voyages
xv, 333 pp.
Annotated alphabetical author list of books in more commonly
read European languages on early voyages to the Pacific.
ANU, NUN, QSL, VMOU, VU

142. Cappell, A.
Survey of linguistic research. Vol.2: Bibliography
Noumea: South Pacific Commission, 1950. 66 pp., processed
South Pacific Commission Project S6, Report 1
Alphabetical listings of English, German and Dutch references by
region with more localised subheadings. Short titles; numerous
abbreviations.
ANU

143. Carrington, Lois and Curnow, Miriam
Twenty years of Pacific linguistics. An index of contributions
to Pacific linguistic studies 1961-1981
Canberra: Australian National University. Research School of
Pacific Linguistics Series D 40
Alphabetical author/title list of articles, monographs,
dictionaries and grammars, in English language. Language,
topic, regional and map indexes. Includes a detailed catalogue
of all publications of Pacific Linguistics Series A-D.
ANU, VECD, VLU

144. Carroll, Berenice A., Fink, Clinton F. and Mohraz, Jane E.
Peace and War. A guide to bibliographies
Relevant references scattered throughout the text can be
identified through subject index under Melanesia, Pacific
Islands, Fiji Islands, Oceania; includes bibliographies
appended to monographs.
AAWM

145. Cohen, Erik
Tourism in the Pacific Islands: a bibliography
Council of Planning Librarians. Exchange Bibliography 1155
Alphabetical listing by major area of references culled mainly
from Pacific Islands Monthly and Pacific Travel News and
relating to present-day travel. Relevant sections of monographs
also cited. French and English references.
NML
146. Commonwealth Bureau of Agricultural Economics
Tourism and recreation in rural areas
11 pp.
Commonwealth Bureau of Agricultural Economics. Annotated
Bibliography 11. Supplement A
p.4: Pacific area. Alphabetical author/title lists by broad
geographical divisions.
ANU

147. Commonwealth Bureau of Agricultural Economics
Land and population in agricultural development
24 pp.
Commonwealth Bureau of Agricultural Economics. Annotated
Bibliography 33
pp.23-24: Oceania. Alphabetical author/title lists by
geographical area with detailed annotations.
ANU

148. Commonwealth Bureau of Agricultural Economics
Agricultural commodities and the new economic order 1976-1977
40 pp., iv
Commonwealth Bureau of Agricultural Economics. Annotated
Bibliography R39
Alphabetical author/title lists by commodity. Southwest Pacific
countries covered as a component of the African, Caribbean and
Pacific (ACP) States and identifiable under this heading in
subject index.
ANU

149. Connell, John and Lambert, C.M. (eds)
Labour utilization: an annotated bibliography of village studies
Reading: The University of Sussex. Institute of Development
pp.269-87: Oceania. Alphabetical author/title lists by island
group of books, journal articles and theses with extensive
annotations, a summary of major findings and a coded statement
on labour utilization for each entry.
ANU

150. Coppell, William George
Austronesian and other languages of the Pacific and South-East
Asia: an annotated catalogue of theses and dissertations
Canberra: The Australian National University. Research School
Alphabetical author/title lists; countries listed in subject index or indicated in cross-references under subject-headings.
In addendum: list of publications in Series A to D of the Department of Linguistics.
Widely held

151. Coppell, William George
*A world catalogue of theses and dissertations concerning the education of the peoples of the Pacific Islands* (including the New Zealand Maori)
Miscellaneous Work Papers 1977-1
Author lists and author/subject indexes by region; locality/author and location/author/subject indexes.
ANU, VDU, VSL

152. Council of Old World Archaeology (COWA)
*Current publications in old world archaeology*
Cambridge, Mass.: COWA, 1958- irregular
Area 21: Pacific Islands. Alphabetical author lists by major region.
ANU

153. Crossland, James
*Select bibliography of South Pacific Commission fisheries publications*
South Pacific Commission Information Document 48-1979
Alphabetical author list of journal articles, reports and working papers. General index gives running number of relevant references for each area.
ANU

154. Curnow, Miriam and Carrington, Lois
*Twenty years of Pacific linguistics. An index of contributions to Pacific linguistic studies 1961-1981*
Pacific Linguistics Series D 40
Alphabetical author/title list of articles, monographs, dictionaries and grammars, in English language. Language, topic, regional and map indexes. Includes a detailed catalogue of all publications of Pacific Linguistics Series A-D.
ANU, VECD, VLU
155. Dell, Sharon (comp.)
* The urban life of Pacific Islanders: a select bibliography
Wellington, New Zealand: Library School, 1973. 65 leaves

156. Divale, William Tulio
Warfare in primitive societies: a bibliography
Santa Barbara, Cal.: American Bibliographical Center. Clio
Enteries 1524-77: Melanesia. Alphabetical author lists of books
and articles in more commonly read European languages, by
subject and major geographical region. Author index and tribal
name index.
ANL, ANU, QGU

157. Dollen, Father Charles
Bibliography of the United States Marine Corps
References on New Britain, New Caledonia, the New Hebrides, the
Solomon Islands identifiable through subject index.
AAWM

158. Douglas, Norman
* "Films for Pacific studies. A select list". Pacific History
Association Newsletter 4
Canberra: Australian National University. Research School of
Pacific Studies. Department of Pacific and Southeast Asian
Alphabetical title list of documentary films giving presentation
details and short annotations. Includes a list of lending
organizations and a cross-index according to country.

159. Durlacher, Jennifer and Blauvelt, Evan (eds)
Sources of Asian/Pacific economic information. Vol.1
Guinea; pp.238-39: Solomon Islands. Listing by region of a
wide range of official and unofficial publications giving
statistical and economic data. Alphabetical and subject indexes
with regionál subdivisions.
Widely held
160. Enser, A.G.S.
285 pp.
AAWM

161. Farrell, B.H. et al
Tourism in the Pacific: a bibliography
Santa Cruz, California: University of California, Santa Cruz.
Pacific Research Unit [1982]. 293 pp.
(Bibliographies and journals cover tourism in general.)
ANL

162. Fink, Clinton F., Carroll, Berenice A. and Mohraz, Jane E.
Peace and War. A guide to bibliographies
Relevant references scattered throughout the text can be identified through subject index under Melanesia, Pacific Islands, Fiji Islands, Oceania; includes bibliographies appended to monographs.
AAWM

163. Forster, Honore
* The South Sea Whaler. An annotated bibliography of published historical, library and art material relating to whaling in the Pacific Ocean in the nineteenth century
Alphabetical author/title lists arranged by literary genre.
Islands and other place names index gives running number of relevant references.

164. Golden Gate International Exposition
Pacific House Bibliographies II: Exploring the Pacific
San Francisco, California: Department of the Pacific Area.
Non-sequential listings of books and journal articles covering places, folk, art. Relevant pagination: pp.23-24, 50-52, 75-76.
Author index.
NML
165. Gordan, Joan (ed.)

Margaret Mead: The complete bibliography 1925-1975
Chronological list of works by, and on, Margaret Mead.
Geographical and subject indexes indicate relevant references.
Widely held

166. Guiart, Jean et al

Océania: bibliographies analytiques. Vols I-XXXIV (1930-1964)
Paris: Centre documentaire pour l'Océanie, 1966. no pagination
Alphabetical author list by region with brief annotations in
French. Includes New Guinea, Melanesia, Fiji. Author,
geographic and subject indexes.
Widely held

167. Hanson, Allan and Hanson, Louise (comps)

* The art of Oceania: a bibliography

168. Hanson, Louise and Hanson, Allan (comps)

* The art of Oceania: a bibliography

169. Howard, I., Vinacke, W.E. and Maretzki, T.

Culture and personality in the Pacific Islands: a bibliography
Honolulu: University of Hawaii. Library and Anthropological
Alphabetical author/title lists covering science and theory;
less empirical and of secondary importance; miscellaneous
material.
SSL

170. Johnson, Dora E. et al (comps) (for Center for Applied
Linguistics)

A survey of materials for the study of the uncommonly taught
languages: Languages of South East Asia and the Pacific
xii, 59 pp.
Part 1: South-East Asia and the Pacific. Author lists of
grammars, dictionaries, teaching materials, by language group
within major regional divisions. References in more commonly
read European languages. Brief descriptive notes. A language
and locality index.
ANL, ANU
171. Johnston, Gabrielle and Bulmer, Susan
A revised bibliography of New Guinea archaeology
Working papers in anthropology, archaeology, linguistics, Maori studies. 43A: Archaeology
Updated revision of 1972 edition. (q.v. 386) Alphabetical author lists by subject of journal articles, theses, unpublished papers and manuscripts in more commonly read European languages. Includes references to Melanesia and Solomon Islands. Author index and locality index of archaeological sites.
NU, NUN, VLU

172. Journal of Pacific History
Melbourne: Oxford University Press. 1966-1974 annual; 1975- quarterly
To 1974 included a Manuscripts Section; subsection "From the Archives" listed holdings of various archival repositories in Australia or Europe. Also included to 1974 a "Publications Section" in every volume.
1975-1978: "Bibliography of current publications" in Part 4 of every volume. Alphabetical author/title lists of theses; books by subject; articles and chapters by subject for the Pacific in general and for each island group. References in more commonly read European languages.
1980-81: "Pacific History Bibliography" followed same format as "Bibliography of current publications".
Widely held

173. Journal of Pacific History
Pacific history bibliography and comment
Canberra: Australian National University Press/Printing and Publishing Service, 1982- annual
Alphabetically arranged author lists of theses; books, articles, chapters, also listed alphabetically by subject including island groups.
Widely held

174. Keen, Rosemary
A survey of the archives of selected missionary societies
London: Historical Manuscripts Commission, 1968. no pagination
Archives alphabetically listed by missionary society; for each society entries are listed under central administration; overseas; auxiliaries and periodicals. Geographical index gives relevant references for Fiji, New Britain, New Guinea, Papua and New Hebrides.
175. Keesing, Felix
Culture change: an analysis and bibliography of anthropological sources to 1952
x, 242 pp.
Stanford Anthropological Series 1
pp.97-242: chronological bibliography. Short titles only for monographs. Key to periodical abbreviations at pp.97-103.
No index.
ANU

176. Keesing, Felix M.
* "Bibliography on the archaeology of South Pacific Territories" in his Some notes and suggestions regarding conservation of important archaeological sites and objects in South Pacific Territories
Noumea: South Pacific Commission, 1951. i-xiii, processed South Pacific Commission Project S10, Report 1
Alphabetical author lists by region of books and journal articles in more commonly read European languages.

177. Kelly, Celsus O.F.M.
Calendar of documents: Spanish voyages in the South Pacific from Alvaro de Mandana to Alejandro Malaspina 1567-1794 and the Franciscan Missionary plans for the people of the Austral lands 1617-1634
xxviii, 470 pp., maps, ill.
Part I: Analytical description of documents by archives, by library. Part II: Documents relating to each of the voyages treated, listed by categories in relation to negotiations; narratives of voyages; aftermath. Each entry's contents evaluated. Notes on major repositories. Name and subject indexes.
ANL, SSL, VLU

178. Kent, George
* Pacific Islands development: bibliography
Public Administration Series, Bibliography P 738
QT

179. Klieneberger, Hans Rudolph (comp.)
Bibliography of Oceanic linguistics
London Oriental Bibliographies. Vol.1
Alphabetical author lists of books, journal articles, reviews,
dictionaries, vocabularies and grammars in more commonly read European languages; locality headings with linguistic subdivisions. A language index at beginning of work; personal and corporate authors index at end. Gives known locations of references cited.

ANU, NUN, VSL, VU

180. La Trobe University

Devindex Australia: Index to Australian literature on social and economic development 1975-1979, prepared by D.H. Borchardt and R. Stafford
La Trobe University. Library Publication 27
Non-sequential listing of books, journal articles, chapters in books, conference papers and theses under facts, trends and analyses; prescriptions for decision-making; official policies, plans, programmes, arrangements; development action; operational experience; consequences and evaluations; resources and tools for development. Subject, geographical, institution and author indexes. Includes references on Southwest Pacific island groups.
Widely held

181. Lambert, C.M. (ed.) and Schofield, S. (comp.)

Village nutrition studies; an annotated bibliography
pp.216-36: Oceania. Alphabetical author lists by island group of books, journal articles, theses and reports. Each annotation covers method, result and comment.
NHA

182. Lambert, C.M. and Connell, John (eds)

Labour utilization: an annotated bibliography of village studies
pp.269-87: Oceania. Alphabetical author/title lists by island group of books, journal articles and theses with extensive annotations, a summary of major findings and a coded statement on labour utilization for each entry.
ANU

183. Leeson, Ida Emily (comp.)

Bibliography of cargo cults and other nativistic movements in the South Pacific
Noumea: South Pacific Commission, 1952. ii, 16 pp., processed
South Pacific Commission Technical Paper 30
Alphabetical author lists by island group of books, articles and official reports in more commonly read European languages.
ANU

184. Lowe, Mary Francis
* Economic and social development in the South Pacific islands: selected and partially annotated bibliography 1965-74
WMDU, XCCF

185. Maretzki, T., Howard, I. and Vinacke, W.E.
Culture and personality in the Pacific Islands: a bibliography
Alphabetical author/title lists covering science and theory; less empirical and of secondary importance; miscellaneous material.
SSL

186. Maxwell, Leslie F. (comp.)
A legal bibliography of the British Commonwealth of Nations.
Vol.VII
Widely held

187. McDonald, Bob
* Bibliography of Melanesian pidgin: preliminary check list

188. McLean, Mervyn
An annotated bibliography of Oceanic music and dance
The Polynesian Society Memoir 41
Entries include references to books, journal articles, reviews, record notes, manuscripts on file in public institutions, and theses in the more commonly read European languages. Each entry is accompanied by an area code, relevant pagination and subject.
Area index.
Widely held
189. McLean, Mervyn  
* Supplement: An annotated bibliography of Oceanic music and dance  
Alphabetical author/title list of books, journal articles and reports giving relevant pagination and area treated.  
Geographical index.  
ANL, NML, SU

190. Merwood, Mary E. (comp.)  
* A bibliography of materials for the study of cargo cults in Melanesia  
Wellington, New Zealand: Library School, 1972. 30 leaves

191. Mohraz, Jane E., Carroll, Berenice A. and Fink, Clinton F.  
Peace and War. A guide to bibliographies  
Relevant references scattered throughout the text can be identified through subject index under Melanesia, Pacific Islands, Fiji Islands, Oceania; includes bibliographies appended to monographs.  
AAWM

192. Muir, Marcie  
"A select bibliography of the South West Pacific area" in her  
A bibliography of Australian children's books. Vol.1  
Lists books written about the Pacific between 1805 and 1968 by Australian authors. Some relevant books written by authors who have also written stories set in Australia are listed in main body of bibliography and are not readily identifiable.  
Alphabetical author list with location of reference if known.  
Title index in Vol.2 (q.v.).  
Widely held

193. Muir, Marcie  
"A supplementary bibliography of the South West Pacific area" in her A bibliography of Australian children's books. Vol.2  
Alphabetical author list of children's stories in a Pacific setting, 1832-1972. Alphabetical title list for anonymous works. Brief descriptive notes and location of work indicated if known.  
Title index to Vols 1 and 2.  
Widely held
194. National Library of Australia
The Pacific Community Concept. A select bibliography
Development of Resource Sharing Networks. Networks Study 14
Non-sequential lists of publications relating to proposals for
development and reaction to such proposals. Some entries on the
Southwest Pacific. Brief annotations. Author and geographical
indexes.
Widely held

195. Neich, Roger
A preliminary survey of Pacific islands cultural material in New
Zealand museums
Wellington: New Zealand National Commission for UNESCO.
Art Galleries and Museums Association of New Zealand, 1980.
16 pp., 43 leaves
ANL, NML, NU

196. Olliver, Robin (comp.)
New Zealand, Australia and a Pacific free trade area: a
bibliography in chronological order
Wellington, New Zealand: Library School, 1968. 41 leaves

197. Orbell, Margaret
A select bibliography of the oral tradition of Oceania
Paris: United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural
Organization, 1974. 160 pp., processed
Alphabetical author lists by locality of original material in
translation and of secondary sources. Brief descriptive notes.
References in more commonly read European languages.
ANU

198. O'Reilly, Patrick
Essai de bibliographie des Missions Maristes en Océanie
occidentale
Author lists by vicariate with subject subheadings of
publications by missionaries and on missions.
ANU

199. Pacific Arts Newsletter
Carbondale, Illinois; Wellington, New Zealand: Pacific Arts
Association, 1979- semi-annual
Regularly publishes short bibliographies on Pacific art.
ANL, NML, SFU, VSL
200. Pacific Scientific Information Center

TRIPP bibliography
Honolulu: Bernice P. Bishop Museum, 1966. 11 pp., processed
Alphabetical author list of publications resulting from research sponsored by the Tri-Institutional Pacific Program (TRIPP) since 1953.
ANL, ANU, VU

201. Pas, H.T. van der

Economic anthropology. 1940-1972
Alphabetical author list in time sequence with analytical annotations. Name index allows identification of entries relating to the Southwest Pacific.
ANL, QGU

202. Penot-Demetry, Josée

Transnational corporations in the insular Pacific: bibliography
References on Fiji, Papua New Guinea, Solomon Islands and Vanuatu. Alphabetical author/title lists by economic sector of books, reports, document collections, seminar papers and journal articles. Some entries include brief notes on contents. Geographical index.
ANL

203. Public Library of New South Wales

List of books in the Public Library of New South Wales relating to the languages of natives of Tasmania, New Guinea and Melanesia
Sydney: The Library, 1910. 17 pp., typescript
pp.13-17: Melanesia. Author/title lists by region with locality subheadings of bibles, liturgies, journal articles and books in more commonly read European languages.
NML

204. Queensland. Department of Education. Library and Resource Services

Stories from the oral traditions of Australia and the Pacific: an annotated list of recommended materials
Brisbane: Government Printer, 1980. 21 pp., map, processed
References listed by region; major divisions: collections; individual tales. Introductory notes to each section. Annotations directed towards educational value of material. Title index.
ANL, VSL
205. Reinecke, John E. et al (comps)  
* A bibliography of pidgin and creole languages  
Oceanic Linguistics Special Publication 14  
ANU, QJC

206. Richstad, Jim et al (comps)  
Mass communications and journalism in the Pacific Islands:  
a bibliography  
Honolulu: University Press, Hawaii, for the East-West Center,  
Islands. Alphabetical title lists of publications and journal  
articles by region with various subheadings and brief  
annotations. French, English, German and local titles.  
ANU, NUN:S, QCX, QIT, VDU, VSL

207. Robert, Willem C.H.  
Contributions to a bibliography of Australia and the South Sea  
Islands. 4 vols  
Amsterdam: Philo Press, 1968-1972  
Vol.I: Printed material relating to discovery, exploration and  
x, 275 pp.  
Alphabetical name list of authors and ships with related bibliogra­  
phical details and brief notes. Author, ships cited, and  
geographical indexes.  
Vol.II: Index and bibliography of Dutch manuscripts and  
manuscript-charts relating to the discovery. xi, 227 pp.  
Alphabetical name list of personalities and places in one  
sequence. Geographical names are those in usage at period of  
discovery with modern names added to entries and verifiable  
through a checklist. Related documentation with dates for each  
entry.  
Vol.III: Printed material relating to discovery, exploration and  
travel issued in Europe, except the Netherlands, to 1953.  
x, 401 pp.  
Alphabetical author/title lists of books and journal articles in  
more commonly read European languages. Geographical and ship  
index.  
Vol.IV: Printed material relating to discovery, exploration and  
travel issued in Europe, except the Netherlands, 1836-1921.  
x, 382 pp.  
Alphabetical author/title lists of books and journal articles in  
more commonly read European languages. Geographical index with  
author cross-references.  
Wide­ly held
208. Ryan, Duane  
*The war in the Pacific. General reference works. Bibliography*  
Special Bibliography 16, Vol.II  
pp.36-38: New Guinea;  p.38: New Britain;  pp.38-40: Solomon Islands. Alphabetical author/title lists by region under various headings: general; aerial; land; naval operations and the surrender of Japan; armed forces; prisoners of war; information bulletins; miscellaneous. English language references only. Author index.  
ANL, VMOU

*Village nutrition studies; an annotated bibliography*  
pp.216-36: Oceania. Alphabetical author lists by island group of books, journal articles, theses and reports. Each annotation covers method, result and comment.  
NHA

210. South Pacific Commission  
*A bibliography of co-operation in the South Pacific*  
Entries arranged chronologically by region under two main headings: reports, articles, descriptive material on co-operatives; legislation. French, English and Dutch references. Covers period 1923-1953.  
ANU, NML

211. South Pacific Commission  
*Index of social sciences research theses on the South Pacific*  
Noumea: South Pacific Commission, 1957. x, 79 pp., processed South Pacific Commission Technical Paper 102  
Alphabetical author list giving location, contents, and extracts of conclusion or summary for each reference. French, English and German entries. Short title list.  
ANU, NML, NMQU, SFU, VLU

212. South Pacific Commission  
*Catalogue of the South Pacific Commission Library on co-operation*  
South Pacific Commission Technical Paper 138
pp.204-26: English publications arranged by region; pp.228-34:
French publications. Descriptive notes.
ANU

213. South Pacific Commission
Quarterly Bulletin
Noumea: South Pacific Commission, 1951-1966
Regularly featured a 'Quarterly Reading List' of current books
and journal articles on social development in the South Pacific
arranged by island group with subject subheadings.
ANL, ANU, NML

214. South Pacific Commission. Literature Bureau
Publications Index: A guide to the publications produced by the
South Pacific Commission in co-operation with the territories of
the region
Noumea: South Pacific Commission, 1968. 28 pp., ill.
Lists literature on a variety of subjects from fictional to
factual to educative, with brief descriptive notes.
NML

215. South Pacific Commission. Social Development Section
Check list of principal documents (1949-April 1968)
Noumea: South Pacific Commission, 1968. i, 68 pp., processed
Chronological list of reports, working papers, newsletters,
bibliographies, publications. South Pacific Commission Bulletin
articles listed by subject.
NML

216. South Pacific Commission. Urbanization Research Information
Centre
Annotated select bibliography on urbanization in the South
Pacific
Alphabetical author lists with detailed annotations and lists of
short titles by island group.
ANU

217. Stafford, R. and Borchardt, D.H.
Devindex Australia: Index to Australian literature on social and
economic development 1975-1979
Bundoora, Victoria: La Trobe University. Borchardt Library,
La Trobe University. Library Publication 27
Non-sequential listing of books, journal articles, chapters in books, conference papers and theses under facts, trends and analyses; prescriptions for decision-making; official policies, plans, programmes, arrangements; development action; operational experience; consequences and evaluations; resources and tools for development. Subject, geographical, institution and author indexes. Includes references on Southwest Pacific island groups. Widely held

218. Taylor, C.R.H.
A Pacific bibliography
Alphabetical author lists by region and island group with subject subheadings of books and journal articles in more commonly read European languages. Author index. Widely held

219. Texas, University of. Department of Sociology. Population Research Center
International population census bibliography: Oceania
Austin: University of Texas. Bureau of Business Research, 1966. viii, truncated pagination, processed
Census Bibliography 3
Group 3: British Solomons; group 8: Fiji; group 17: New Caledonia; group 18: New Guinea; group 23: Papua.
Chronological listing of census and other material on population studies.
NML

220. United Nations Centre for Regional Development (UNCRD)
* South Pacific. An annotated bibliography on regional development
UNCRD Project on Regional Development Documentation
Country Bibliography Series 8
Each regional section contains a subject index with running number, short title and author; an author index giving short title; and a Register with full bibliographic descriptions and annotations.

221. United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
Premier catalogue sélectif international de films ethnographiques sur la région du Pacifique

222. United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization
International bibliography of social and cultural anthropology
Paris: Fondation nationale des sciences politiques, 1955- annual
Alphabetical author lists by subject with broad regional subdivisions. Subject index with geographical cross-references.
ANU, VU

223. United Nations. Food and Agriculture Organization
Bibliography on land tenure
ANU

224. United Nations. Food and Agriculture Organization
Bibliography on land settlements
ANU

225. United States. Department of the Army. Army Library
Pacific Islands and Trust Territories: a select bibliography
Department of the Army Pamphlet 550-10
A discussion of publications dealing with shifting strategic picture; overview; historical perspective; political, economic and sociological patterns; source material and references. Numerous appendices. No index.
VLU
   * Culture and personality in the Pacific Islands: a bibliography
   Honolulu: University of Hawaii. Library and Anthropological
   Alphabetical author/title lists covering: science and theory;
   less empirical and of secondary importance; miscellaneous
   material.
   SSL

227. Ward, M. (comp.)
   * The development and impact of tourism in the island states of
     the South Pacific: a select bibliography
   Wellington: New Zealand Library School, 1974. 30 pp., processed

228. Wedgwood, Camilla Hildegarde
   * Education in the Pacific Islands: a selective bibliography
   South Pacific Commission Technical Paper 99
   Alphabetical author lists by geo-colonial divisions subdivided
   into legislation; official publications; non-official
   publications. Mostly English titles. Does not include the New
   Hebrides.
   ANU

229. White, H.R.
   * A list of books relating to Pacific and Australian maritime
     discovery
   The author, n.d., processed
   Author list of general accounts and collections; chronological
   list of voyages before Cook with cross-references to earlier
   entries; Cook's voyages; alphabetical listing of voyages after
   Cook. A medley of references, some of which are outside field
   indicated by title.
   ANU, QCX

230. Williams, Esther W. (comp.)
   * South Pacific literature written in English. A selected
     bibliography
   ix, 102 pp.
   Selected Bibliography 6
   Author list by literary genre of works published during the
   1970s. Subheadings: collections; individual authors.
   ANL, ANU
231. Zantkuil, Manu (comp.)

_Tentative bibliography of cargo cults and other manifestations of cargo ideology in the South Pacific_

iv, 93 pp.
Instituut voor Culturele Antropologie Medelingen 9
Alphabetical author lists by region of books, articles, reports and theses in more commonly read European languages, published or written between 1863 and 1975. Author index.

ANU

232. Zelinsky, Wilbur

_A bibliographic guide to population geography_

xxx, 257 pp.
Department of Geography. Research Paper 80

ANU
GENERAL

233. Baksh, S. (comp.)
Serial publications of the Government of Fiji
Suva: Central Archives of Fiji and Western Pacific High Commission, 1967. 13 pp., processed
Serial Publications Catalogue 1
ANU, NML, VLU

234. Coppell, William George
Catalogue of theses and dissertations relating to Fiji and Rotuma
Suva: The University of the South Pacific, Library, 1976. ii, 29 pp., processed
Selected Bibliography 3
Alphabetical author list of theses and essays from diploma to PhD level, mostly in English. Subject index fragmented in as many items as there are entries.
Wide held

235. Fiji Library Service and the University of the South Pacific
Fiji national bibliography
Suva: Ministry of Education and Youth, 1979–annual
Lists monographs published in Fiji or relating to Fiji; government publications; legal notices and theses. Arrangement according to Dewey Decimal Classification. Alphabetical author, title and series indexes; subject index and periodical list. Some variances in arrangement from year to year.
Wide held

236. Flower, E.M.G. (comp.)
Fiji: list of original manuscripts relating to Fiji in the Mitchell Library
The author, handwritten, 1930 and 1949. 6 pp.
Missionary papers; diaries; journals; log books of mission ships; and collections, listed with shelf number. Details of contents given for some entries.
NML

237. Frewer, Louis B. (comp.)
Manuscript collections (excluding Africana) in Rhodes House Library, Oxford
pp.39-45: Pacific Ocean. Only relevant references on Fiji. Author list and author index.

238. National Archives of Fiji (formerly Central Archives of Fiji and the Western Pacific High Commission)

Catalogue of microfilms. Archives series

Suva: The Archives, 1966- irregular

Lists archival records with descriptive annotations. Mostly on Fiji. Title index.

Widely held

239. Papua New Guinea, University of. Library

New Guinea periodical index. Guide to current periodical literature about New Guinea

Port Moresby: University of Papua New Guinea, 1968- annual cumulation

Dictionary-catalogue listings by author and subject of scholarly reviews, newspaper articles, obituaries etc. Some references on Fiji.

Widely held

240. Posnett, Norman William and Reilly, P.M. (comps)

Fiji


Land Resource Bibliography 4

Alphabetical author lists of books, articles, reports and official documents, under sixteen subject headings.

NU, NUN

241. Reilly, P.M. and Posnett, Norman William (comps)

Fiji


Land Resource Bibliography 4

Alphabetical author lists of books, articles, reports and official documents, under sixteen subject headings.

NU, NUN

242. Snow, Philip A.

A bibliography of Fiji, Tonga and Rotuma. Preliminary working edition
xliii, 418 pp.
pp.81-295: Fiji. Alphabetical author list of books, official reports, periodical and newspaper articles, presented collectively and by region. Numerous subject subdivisions. Running number by each entry used in alphabetical author and title index.
Widely held

**EARTH SCIENCES**

243. Duberal, R.F. and Rodda P.
*Bibliography of the geology of Fiji, including published and unpublished references up to November 1968*
Alphabetical author/title lists of published and unpublished source material with brief annotations. Detailed island geographical index and subject index.
ANU

244. Green, Mason
*The maps of Fiji. A selective and annotated cartobibliography*
Western Association of Maps Libraries. Occasional Paper 5
Maps listed under topographic; thematic; cadastral; historical; and atlases. References include scale, colour, projection, publisher, serial numbers, place and date of publication, distributor and/or depository. Additional annotations include number of copies made. Indexes: list of islands and islets in Fiji; lands and survey division proclamation plans; lands and survey division drawing office maps; Department of Agriculture maps.
NMQU, VU

245. Greenbaum, D.
* Bibliography of the geology of Fiji: Vol.3*
ANL, WU

246. Harrington, H.J.
*Tectonics of the Pacific basin and the circum-Pacific rim: an annotated bibliography for the interval 1967-1975*
pp.60-68: Fiji to Solomon Islands. Partially annotated author lists mainly of articles, by geological area. No index. AMG

247. Mansfield, W.C.
* Fossils from quarries near Suva, Viti Levu, Fiji Islands and from Vavau, Tonga Islands, with annotated bibliography of the geology of the Fiji Islands
--- 1926. 85 pp.
Paper of the Department of Marine Biology, Carnegie Institution 344.

248. Pickford, John (ed.)
Indexed bibliography of publications on water and water engineering for developing countries
Loughborough, United Kingdom: University of Technology.
Department of Civil Engineering, 1977. 52 pp.
Alphabetical author list of journal articles and reports.
Comprehensive subject - regional index. A number of entries on Fiji.
ANL, NHA, SIT, VFIT

249. Ridge, John Drew
Annotated bibliographies of mineral deposits in Africa, Asia (exclusive of the USSR) and Australasia
p.503: Fiji. Short author list followed by extensive notes on the location, nature and classification of deposits. Short
author index; index of deposits according to metals and minerals produced; index of deposits according to age of
mineralization.
ANL, QS:TCP

250. Rodda P. and Duberal, R.F.
Bibliography of the geology of Fiji, including published and unpublished references up to November 1968
Alphabetical author/title lists of published and unpublished source material with brief annotations. Detailed island
geographical index and subject index.
ANU
251. Rodda P. (comp.)
* Bibliography of the geology of Fiji. Vols 1-3
Suva: Government Printing Department, 1969-1983
NU, VSL, VU, WU

252. Rodda, P. (comp.)
* Bibliography of the geology of Fiji. Vol.2

253. Rodda, P. (comp.)
* Bibliography of the geology of Fiji: first supplement to Vol.4
ANL, ANU, NU

LIFE SCIENCES

254. Vernon, A.J.
Informative article on literature relating to Fiji's indigenous agriculture 1808-1905. Title index by subject of journal articles for vols 23-36. Author index.
AS:PE

MEDICINE AND PUBLIC HEALTH

Bibliography on population education: Fiji
Bangkok: Regional Office for Education in Asia (the Institute of Education in association with the Library, University of the South Pacific), 1981. iii, 62 pp., processed Books, seminar papers, reports and journal articles in English covering population education; and country background information. Running number and short description by side of annotation. Name index only.
ANL
SCIENCE AND HUMANITIES

256. Baksh, Salim
* A bibliography of selected publications of Indian indentured migrants to Fiji, 1879-1916
Suva: -- 1981, 181 stencilled entries

257. Great Britain. Colonial Office
An annotated bibliography on land tenure in the British and British protected territories in South East Asia and the Pacific
London: Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1952. 164 pp., processed
Colonial Research Studies 6
pp.90-131: Fiji. Covers statutory and legal sources; legislative proceedings and debates; official statements and investigations; special studies and monographs; and general works.
ANU

258. O'Reilly, Patrick
Imprints of the Fiji Catholic Mission including the Loreto Press
Chronological listing 1864-1945 of circulars, letters, dictionaries and school books in the vernacular. All titles translated. Annotations uneven, but extensive and informative for some entries.
ANU, NML, SU

259. Tuinaceva, Setaraki Tatatau
Land tenure in Fiji: a bibliography
Suva: Central Archives of Fiji and the Western Pacific High Commission, 1963. 5 pp., processed
Alphabetical author list of official documents, government publications, books (with relevant pagination) and theses, held mostly at the Central Archives of Fiji.
ANU, NML

Bibliography on population education: Fiji
Bangkok: Regional Office for Education in Asia (the Institute of Education in association with the Library, University of the South Pacific), 1981. iii, 62 pp., processed
Books, seminar papers, reports and journal articles in English covering population education and country background information. Running number and short description by side of annotation. Name index only.
ANL
NEW CALEDONIA

GENERAL

261. Greenway, M.E., Posnett, N.W., and Reilly, P.M.

New Hebrides and New Caledonia
Surbiton, United Kingdom: Foreign and Commonwealth Office.
Overseas Development Administration. Land Resources Division, 1974. xi, 84 pp.
Land Resource Bibliography 5
Alphabetical author list of books, articles, reports in French and English published between 1860 and 1971 under sixteen subject headings. No geographical subclassification, no index. ANU, NU, NUN, QSL

262. Institut National de la Statistique et des Etudes Economiques
*(INSEE)*

Bulletin bibliographique
Paris:
Issued five times a year and contains an analysis of articles and publications on French overseas territories including the Pacific Islands.

263. O'Reilly, Patrick

Bibliographie méthodique, analytique et critique de la Nouvelle-Calédonie
Publications de la Société des Océanistes 4
Annotated alphabetical author lists either chronological or by subject of books and articles in more commonly read European and in local languages; location if known; running number used in author and subject index.
Widely held

264. Posnett, N.W., Greenway, M.E. and Reilly, P.M.

New Hebrides and New Caledonia
Surbiton, United Kingdom: Foreign and Commonwealth Office.
Overseas Development Administration. Land Resources Division, 1974. xi, 84 pp.
Land Resource Bibliography 5
Alphabetical author list of books, articles, reports in French and English published between 1860 and 1971 under sixteen subject headings. No geographical subclassification, no index. ANU, NU, NUN, QSL

265. Reilly, P.M., Greenway, M.E. and Posnett, N.W.

New Hebrides and New Caledonia
Surbiton, United Kingdom: Foreign and Commonwealth Office.
Land Resources Division, 1974. xi, 84 pp.

Land Resource Bibliography 5

Alphabetical author list of books, articles, reports in French and English published between 1860 and 1971 under sixteen subject headings. No geographical subclassification, no index. ANU, NU, NUN, QSL

266. Vallée, L.

**Essai d'une bibliographie de la Nouvelle-Calédonie et dépendances**


Alphabetical lists by subject of books, official publications and journal titles with sub-entries of relevant articles in more commonly read European languages. Brief descriptive annotations.

NML

**EARTH SCIENCES**

267. Baltzer, F. et al


Wellington: Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, 1958- quarterly

Lists articles, reports, books in French and English published between 1964 and 1967 and earlier works not included in "Annual Report of Service des Mines, Noumea, for 1963".

NSL

268. Blondel, F.

**Bibliographie géologique et minière de la France d'Outre-Mer**


Publications du Bureau d'Etudes Géologiques et Minières Coloniales 11.


269. Harrington, H.J.

**Tectonics of the Pacific basin and the circum-Pacific rim: an annotated bibliography for the interval 1967-1975**

NEW CALEDONIA

pp.69-77: includes New Caledonia. Partially annotated author lists mainly of articles, by geological area. No index.

270. Ridge, John Drew
Annotated bibliographies of mineral deposits in Africa, Asia (exclusive of the USSR) and Australasia
pp.497-502: New Caledonia. Short author list followed by extensive notes on the location, nature and classification of deposits. Short index of authors, index of deposits according to metals and minerals produced; index of deposits according to age of mineralization.
ANL, QS:TCP

271. Risbec, J.
"Publications scientifiques concernant la Nouvelle-Calédonie et les Nouvelles-Hébrides" in Etudes Mélanésiennes, nouvelle série, 8 (1954) 114-18
Noumea: Imprimeries Réunies, 1948-1965 - annual
Books, journal articles and theses listed chronologically by subject. No regional subdivisions.
NML

LIFE SCIENCES

272. Risbec, J.
"Publications scientifiques concernant la Nouvelle-Calédonie et les Nouvelles-Hébrides" in Etudes Mélanésiennes, nouvelle série, 8 (1954) 114-18
Noumea: Imprimeries Réunies, 1948-1965 - annual
Books, journal articles and theses listed chronologically by subject. No regional subdivisions.
NML

SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES

273. Centre Documentaire pour l'Océanie
Ponds manuscripts ou en édition restreinte concernant la Nouvelle-Calédonie: fichier analytique assorti d'index spécialisés
Inventory of material on microfilm extracted from Des Granges' Papers, most of which relate to the New Hebrides.

ANU

274. Chevalier, Luc
"Essai de bibliographie à l'usage de l'ethnologie historique de la Nouvelle-Calédonie" in *Etudes Mélanésiennes*, nouvelle série, 6 (1952), 90-92; 7 (1953), 97-100; 8 (1954) 120
Noumea: Imprimeries Réunies, 1948-1965 - annual
Chronological listing of articles which appeared in New Caledonia's official and unofficial press between 1859 and 1911.
ANL, ANU, NML

275. Lebeuf, Jacqueline
*Introduction bibliographique à l'histoire du droit et à l'ethnologie juridique: Océanie française*
Etudes d'histoire et d'ethnologie juridiques F/28

ANU

*New Caledonia and the independence movement: a bibliography*
Sydney: The Library, 1985. 36 cards
NSL

277. O'Reilly, Patrick
*Petit essai bibliographique des ouvrages exécutés à Nouméa et à St Louis et sortis des presses de l'imprimerie catholique de la mission de la Nouvelle-Calédonie 1885-1939*
Chronological list of circulars, publications, prayer books; some annotations.

NML
GENERAL

278. Allen, Bryant and Lutton, Nancy
George Arthur Vickers Stanley. A guide to his papers in the New Guinea Collection, University of Papua New Guinea
Port Moresby: University of Papua New Guinea. The Library, 1977. iii, 14 pp., processed
Lists all Stanley's papers as chronologically arranged in 120 boxes. Each item is numbered, dated and described.
Dictionary catalogue index gives relevant box and file number.
ANU, NML, SU, VLU

279. Australia. Department of Prime Minister
"List of publications dealing wholly or in part with the Territory now administered by the Commonwealth of Australia under mandate" in Official handbook of the Territory of New Guinea, pp.530-51
Canberra: Government Printer, 1937
Alphabetical author list of official and unofficial publications in more commonly read European languages covering period 1794-1936. Short titles only.
ANL, NU, TSL

280. Australia. Department of Territories
Annotated bibliography of select government publications on Australian Territories, 1951-1964
Comprehensive author lists of booklets, reports, speeches and addresses by Minister for Territories, and of departmental publications; under two major headings: general; Australian Territories under the control of the Minister for Territories.
ANU, NNCU, NU, QSL

281. Bethell, L.S. (comp.)
Descriptive list of Papuan papers. Accession CPI, Series 1, Commonwealth Archives
Chronological listing of documents covering years 1884-1898. Each entry gives date, author and/or recipient of letter or report, length and brief summary of contents.
ANU, SU, VSL, WU
282. Butler, Alan (comp.)
* A New Guinea bibliography. Vol. 1 *
xxvii, 563 pp.
Lists in subject order of monographs, pamphlets, theses, reports, government documents, seminar papers, and journals published in New Guinea or relating to Papua New Guinea or Irian Jaya. Regional and people subdivisions under ethnology. Contents of forthcoming volumes 2-5 also listed.
Widely held

283. California, University of. Santa Cruz. Library
* Catalog of the South Pacific Collection *
Dictionary catalog entries by author, title, series and by subject with geographical subdivisions. Locality may head entries with subject subdivisions (e.g. Oceania, Papua New Guinea, Melanesia).
Widely held

284. Clercq, F.S.A. de
* Ethnographische Beschrijving van de wester noorkust van Nederlandsch Nieuw-Guinea *
pp.255-74: alphabetical author lists under travel and exploration; meteorology; anthropology; ethnology; ethnography; zoology. References in more commonly read European languages.
VMOU

285. Coppell, William George
* World catalogue of theses and dissertations relating to Papua New Guinea *
IASER Bibliography 2
Bachelor theses, undergraduate diplomas and secondary publications based on theses listed alphabetically by author.
Subject index.
Widely held

286. Freeman, Colin
Boroko: University of Papua New Guinea, 1972- three times a year
Informative review of some basic bibliographies for the study of science. Covers exploration; ethnology; flora; medicine; and geology.

ANU

287. Galis, K.W.
Bibliographie van Nederlands-Nieuw-Guinea
The Hague: (unpublished report) 1962. 275 pp., processed
Alphabetical author/title lists of books, journal and newspaper articles in more commonly read European languages with relevant pagination where applicable.
Widely held

288. Gibbney, H.J. (comp.)
Index to references to New Guinea in Australian newspapers and periodicals, 1853-1940
20 pp., processed
Chronological title lists by newspaper giving date, page and column of relevant entries.
ANU

289. Gill, Evan Robertson
New Guinea catalogue of books relating to New Guinea (but with special reference to Papua) in the library of Evan R. Gill
Liverpool, United Kingdom: the author, 1957. 51 pp., processed
Sections A-E: Official documentation. Lists annual reports for British colonial possessions and for Australia (1886-1956); British and Australian parliamentary papers; other government publications. Section F: Alphabetical author list of books and articles in more commonly read European languages. Section G: Alphabetical author list of works in Papuan languages (school books, bibles, etc).
NU, QU, SU, VSL, VU

290. Krauss, Noel Louis Helmer
Bibliography of Tasman Atoll (Nukumanu), Melanesia
Bibliography of Mortlock Atoll (Tauu), Melanesia
Bibliography of Kilinailau Atoll (Carteret Islands), Melanesia
Bibliography of Nuguria Atoll (Peat Islands), Melanesia
Bibliography of Nissan Atoll (Green Island), Melanesia
Bibliography of Feni (Anir) Islands, New Guinea
Bibliography of the Tanga (Caens) Islands, New Guinea
Bibliography of the Lihir Islands, New Guinea
Bibliography of the Tabar Islands, New Guinea
Bibliography of the Kaniet and Sae Atolls, New Guinea
Bibliography of the Hermit Islands (Agomes Islands), New Guinea
Bibliography of the Wuvulu, Aua and Manu Islands, New Guinea
Bibliography of the Purdy Islands, New Guinea
Bibliography of the Vitu or Witu Islands, New Guinea
Pacific Islands Studies and Notes 9-22
Short alphabetical author/title lists from a wide range of
sources on a wide range of subjects. Relevant pagination
indicated. Brief subject index in each issue.
Widely held

291. Levi, Moses
New Ireland
5 leaves, processed
Pagini Bibliography 2
Alphabetical list of books, articles, manuscripts in more
commonly read European languages and pidgin.
Widely held

292. Lutton, Nancy (comp. and ed.)
Guide to manuscripts held in the New Guinea collection of the
University of Papua New Guinea Library
vii, 142 pp.
Non-sequential listing of manuscripts arranged under general
manuscripts or photocopies of same (code AL); manuscripts
relating to mission or church activities (code ALX); archives
on microfiche (code AMC); archives and manuscripts on micro­
films (code AMF). Brief descriptive notes; location of
originals indicated. French, English and German language
references. Author and title indexes.
Widely held

293. Lutton, Nancy and Allen, Bryant
George Arthur Vickers Stanley. A guide to his papers in the New
Guinea Collection, University of Papua New Guinea
Port Moresby: University of Papua New Guinea. The Library,
1977. iii, 14 pp., processed
Lists all Stanley's papers as chronologically arranged in 120
boxes. Each item is numbered, dated and described. Dictionary
catalogue index gives relevant box and file number.
ANU, NML, SU, VLU
294. McGrath, William A. (comp.)
*New Guineana or books of New Guinea 1942-1964. A bibliography of books printed between 1942 and 1964 relating to the Territory of Papua and New Guinea*
Alphabetical author list of published and unpublished material in more commonly read European languages. Some non-English titles translated. No indexes.
 Widely held

295. Melbourne, University of. Queen's College New Guinea Committee
*A catalogue of the books and pamphlets in the library of the Queen's College New Guinea Committee. University of Melbourne*
Alphabetical author lists by publication type: printed books; itemisation of articles; periodicals and newspapers; government publications and unsigned occasional publications.
 Widely held

296. Murray, John H.P.
*Territory of Papua: Index to British New Guinea Annual Reports 1886 to 1906*

297. Nabrink, Ge and Son
*Important collection of books and periodical publications in all fields of Indonesia, Sarawak, Brunei and Papua New Guinea*
NML

298. National Library of Australia
*The territory of New Guinea as a trust territory*
Canberra: Commonwealth National Library, 1953. 15 pp., processed
ANL, SU, WU
299. National Library of Australia
Some resources for Papua New Guinea Studies in the National Library of Australia
Canberra: National Library of Australia, 1975. 35 pp., processed
Lists post-1973 monographs and all periodical articles past and current published in Papua New Guinea. Dictionary catalogue format with no subdivision. Includes serial publications of central government with dates of publication; serial publications of local government authorities; trade and business associations; political parties and miscellaneous associations.
ANL, ANU

300. National Library of Australia
Current Awareness Bulletin IE 25: Papua New Guinea
Selected list of books and dissertations received by the Library.
ANL, VLU, VMOU

301. National Library of Australia
Current Awareness Bulletin IE 307: Papua New Guinea
Dictionary catalogue listings by subject of books recently received in the National Library with interim call number. Widely held

302. National Library Service of Papua New Guinea
Papua New Guinea national bibliography
Books, serials, maps and audio-visual material listed according to Dewey classification in one single sequence. Author/title/series, and separate subject indexes. Widely held

303. Netherlands. Ministerie van Overseeze Rijksdelen
Overzicht van de literatuur betreffende Nieuw-Guinea. Vol. 1: Boeken en Periodieken
The Hague: The Ministry, 1952. 84 pp., processed
Alphabetical author/title lists of books by subject; alphabetical title list of periodicals. Author index with short titles.
ANU, NUN
304. Papua and New Guinea. Administrative College
Government publications of Papua New Guinea
Port Moresby: Administrative College of Papua New Guinea, 1968–quarterly, processed
Lists official publications including annuals and periodicals
according to issuing department.
Widely held

305. Papua New Guinea, University of. Library
New Guinea periodical index. Guide to current periodical
literature about New Guinea
Port Moresby: University of Papua New Guinea, 1968–annual
cumulation
Dictionary-catalogue listings by author and subject of scholarly
reviews, newspaper articles, obituaries etc.
Widely held

306. Papua New Guinea, University of. Library
New Guinea bibliography: a subject list of books published in
the New Guinea area and books dealing wholly or partially with
a New Guinea subject published overseas
Port Moresby: University of Papua New Guinea. Library,
1967–1980 – annual
Dewey classification for 1967–1971, dictionary catalogue format
for 1972–1980. Major listing with full bibliographical data;
secondary listing giving short titles. Initially only concerned
with current publications; later lists material received for
the New Guinea Collection, University of Papua New Guinea.
Includes Irian Jaya references.
Widely held

307. Papua, Territory of
* Index to Annual Reports 1915–1922
Port Moresby: Government Printer, 1925

308. Rye, E.C.
"Bibliography of New Guinea" in Royal Geographical Society
Proceedings I (1884) 267–337
London: Royal Geographical Society, 1884–
Cross-referenced alphabetical author/subject/ships list.
ANL
309. Sack, Peter (ed.)

**German New Guinea. A bibliography**


Alphabetical author/title lists of literature in German on German New Guinea between 1884-1914. Covers government publications, mission literature, economic literature, academic literature, the general press and colonial literature in one comprehensive sequence. Preceded by a lengthy essay on each group of literature listed and followed by a periodical index. Widely held.

310. Stanley, George Arthur Vicker

**Stanley bibliography of New Guinea.** 4 vols

*Vol. 1: to 1879; Vol. 2: 1880-1899; Vol. 3: 1900-1915; Vol. 4: 1916-1942*

No publication details. 156 pp., 165 pp., 149 pp., 116 pp. Chronologically arranged alphabetical author/title lists. All pre-1870 publications listed in one sequence and only a few titles for the 1930s.

ANL, NML

311. Sydney Free Public Library

**Australasian bibliography: Catalogue of books in the Free Library, Sydney, relating to, or published in, Australasia.**

2 vols


NML, NSL, SSL

312. Wolfers, Edward P.

**A bibliography of bibliographies relevant to a study of Papua and New Guinea**


Partially annotated alphabetical author lists by subject. Widely held.

313. Wooden, Dale

**Index of articles on Papua New Guinea in "Oceania". Vols 1-45 (1930-1975)**

314. Yasue, Yasunobu
* "Bibliography of New Guinea in the Japanese publications" in
Journal of the South Sea Association 28 (1942) 1-13

315. Yocklunn, Soong Chung
The Charles Barrett collection of books relating to Papua and
New Guinea: an author catalogue
Port Moresby: Administrative College of Papua and New Guinea,
Alphabetical author list of books, articles, reports and
official publications in more commonly read European languages.
A similar list for works in local languages.
Widey held

EARTH SCIENCES

316. Commonwealth Bureau of Soils
* Soils and vegetation of New Guinea
Farnham Royal, United Kingdom: Commonwealth Agricultural
Bureaux, 1970. 5 pp., processed
Non-sequential listing of books and journal articles in English
with abstracts of varying lengths.

317. Commonwealth Bureau of Soils
Soils of Papua New Guinea 1938-1973
Farnham Royal, United Kingdom: Commonwealth Agricultural
Bureaux, 1977. 4 pp., i
Commonwealth Bureau of Soils. Annotated Bibliographies SG-1865
Non-sequential listings of journal articles and reports with
abstracts under: general properties; soil distribution, soil
surveys and resource surveys; fertility aspects. Author index.
QS:TCP

318. Etheridge, R. Jr and Jack, R.L.
* The geology and palaeontology of Queensland and New Guinea
London: Dulau and Co., 1892

319. Freeman, C. and Manser, Warren
Bibliography of the geology of Eastern New Guinea (Papua New
Guinea)
194 pp.
Alphabetical author list of articles, government reports and administrative despatches in more commonly read European languages covering period 1824-1970. Author index by locality listed as per grid number on an accompanying map-sheet index.
Updated annually as *Memoir of the Geological Survey Department, Papua New Guinea.*

AMG

320. Harrington, H.J.
*Tectonics of the Pacific basin and the circum-Pacific rim: an annotated bibliography for the interval 1967-1975*

AMG

321. Jack, R.L. and Etheridge, R. Jr
*The geology and palaeontology of Queensland and New Guinea*
London: Dulau and Co., 1892

322. Jacobsen G. (comp.)
*Bibliography of groundwater investigations in Papua New Guinea*
Konedobu, Papua New Guinea: Department of Lands, Surveys and Mines, 1973. 6 leaves

ANL

323. Manser, Warren
*Earth Science Abstracts, Papua New Guinea to 1971*
Bureau of Mineral Resources, Geology and Geophysics.
Bulletin 143 (Papua New Guinea 6)
Annotated alphabetical author/title lists by subject category. Author and locality indexes.

ANU

324. Manser, Warren and Freeman, C.
*Bibliography of the geology of Eastern New Guinea (Papua New Guinea)*
Alphabetical author list of articles, government reports and administrative despatches in more commonly read European languages covering period 1824-1970. Author index by locality listed as per grid number on an accompanying map-sheet index. Updated annually as Memoir of the Geological Survey Department, Papua New Guinea.
AMG

325. Pickford, John (ed.)
Indexed bibliography of publications on water and water engineering for developing countries
Alphabetical author list of journal articles and reports. Comprehensive subject - regional index. A number of entries on Papua New Guinea.
ANL, NHA, SIT, VFIT

326. Ridge, John Drew
Annotated bibliographies of mineral deposits in Africa, Asia (exclusive of the USSR) and Australasia
pp.493-96: Papua New Guinea. Short author list followed by extensive notes on the location, nature and classification of deposits. Short author index; index of deposits according to metals and minerals produced; index of deposits according to age of mineralisation.
ANL, QS:TCP

327. Royal Geographical Society
Review of British geographical work during the hundred years, 1789-1889
NML
328. United Nations. Library
Selected bibliography of publications and maps relating to trust territories in the Pacific available in the United Nations Library
United Nations Document T/INF/25

LIFE SCIENCES

329. Carne, R. (comp.)
Boroko: University of Papua New Guinea, 1972- three times a year
Almost exclusively an index of articles from Papua New Guinea Agricultural Journal.
Widely held

330. Commonwealth Bureau of Soils
Soils and vegetation of New Guinea
Farnham Royal, United Kingdom: Commonwealth Agricultural Bureaux, 1970. 5 pp., processed
Non-sequential listing of books and journal articles in English with abstracts of varying lengths.

331. Downes, M.C.
A bibliography of the recent crocodilians
[Port Moresby]: Department of Agriculture, Stock and Fisheries, 1970. iii, 256 pp + 37 pp., roneoed
Alphabetical author/title list in one consecutive sequence.
Regional and specific accounts subject indexes indicate relevant references on Papua New Guinea.
ANL

332. Ewers, William Hector
Boroko: University of Papua New Guinea, 1972- three times a year
Alphabetical author list of books and journal articles from a wide range of sources.
Widely held
333. Ewers, William Hector
"Bibliography of invertebrate animals from New Guinea" in
Science in New Guinea 1:2 (1973) 41-46
Boroko: University of Papua New Guinea, 1972- three times a year
Subject/author list of papers in more commonly read European
languages on invertebrates excluding molluscs and insects.
Titles culled from Zoological Record's index since 1950 and all
relevant papers in Nova Guinea. Covers period 1877-1972.
Widely held

334. Frodin, D.G.
"Bibliographic contributions to Papuasian botany. I. Briophyta
(Mosses and liverworts)" in Science in New Guinea 1:1 (1972)
32-36
Boroko: University of Papua New Guinea, 1972- three times a year
Author/title lists of textbooks in more commonly read European
languages and list of local and regional treatises covering
period 1875-1960s. (To be consulted in conjunction with
"Additions and Corrections" in Science in New Guinea 1:2 (1973)
50-53.)
Widely held

335. Gressitt, J.L. and Szent-Ivany, J.J.H.
Bibliography of New Guinea entomology
Honolulu: Bernice P. Bishop Museum. Entomology Department,
Pacific Insects Monograph 18
Alphabetical author lists by subject and major insect group of
articles culled from numerous periodicals.
ANL, ANU, NUN

336. Keane, P.J.
"Bibliography of plant pathology and rhizobiology in Papua New
Guinea" in Science in New Guinea 1:2 (1973) 37-40
Boroko: University of Papua New Guinea.  1972- three times a year
Lists almost exclusively publications from Papua New Guinea
Widely held

337. Lamb, K.P.
"Bibliography of Papua New Guinea aphids" in Science in New
Guinea 1:1 (1972) 31
Boroko: University of Papua New Guinea, 1972- three times a year
Alphabetical author list of journal articles.
Widely held
338. Liem, David S.
"Bibliography on the vertebrate fauna of Goodenough Island, d'Entrecasteaux Archipelago, Milne Bay Province, Papua New Guinea" in *Science in New Guinea* 4:3 (1976) 165-72
Boroko: University of Papua New Guinea, 1972–three times a year
Alphabetical author list of books and articles published between 1875 and 1975, with brief descriptive notes; mostly English references. Includes a chronology of the most important natural history expeditions to the island.
Widely held

339. Malynicz, G.L.
"A bibliography of pig husbandry in Papua New Guinea" in *Science in New Guinea* 1:2 (1973) 49
Boroko: University of Papua New Guinea, 1972–three times a year
Lists reports and journal articles written between 1969 and 1971.
Widely held

340. Mather, Wharton B.
Boroko: University of Papua New Guinea, 1972–three times a year
Mostly a list of the author's short papers.
Widely held

341. National Library of Australia
*Bibliography of the flora and fauna of New Guinea*
Canberra: National Library, 1955. 28 pp., processed
Alphabetical author list compiled from the Library's holdings of books and journal articles in more commonly read European languages. Covers period 1822-1955.
ANL, ANU, NUN, QU

342. Szent-Ivany, J.J.H. and Gressitt, J.L.
*Bibliography of New Guinea entomology*
Pacific Insects Monograph 18
Alphabetical author lists by subject and major insect group of articles culled from numerous periodicals.
ANL, ANU, NUN
343. Talbot, N.T. (comp.)
Boroko: University of Papua New Guinea, 1972- three times a year
Alphabetical author list of articles from British and Australian periodicals. A letter code indicates subject matter of each reference.
Widely held

344. Turner, W.J.
"Bibliography of poultry production research in Papua New Guinea" in Science in New Guinea 1:2 (1973) 47-48
Boroko: University of Papua New Guinea, 1972- three times a year
Subject/author lists of papers published since 1960; mostly on nutrition and all by the same author.
Widely held

345. Tyler, Michael J.
"An annotated bibliography of the frogs of Papua New Guinea" in Science in New Guinea 1:3-4 (1973) 51-82
Boroko: University of Papua New Guinea, 1972- three times a year
Includes literature on entire Papuan zoogeographical region in more commonly read European languages. Annotations coded to indicate genes treated and contents of papers. Covers period 1838-1973.
Widely held

MEDICINE AND PUBLIC HEALTH

346. Alpers, Michael et al.
Bibliography of Kuru
Updates 1968 Bibliography of Kuru by D. Carleton Gajdusek and M. Alpers
Alphabetical author list of books, journal articles, abstracts, official reports, dealing wholly or partly with kuru.
Supplements 3 to 5: alphabetical author/title lists of studies in social and physical anthropology; linguistics and natural history relating to the Eastern Highlands of Papua New Guinea.
NUN
347. Black, Robert H.  
**A bibliography of malaria in the South West Pacific**  
180 pp.  
*Tropical Medicine Technical Paper 6*  
"Alphabetical author and periodical title list of records of malaria experiences of early explorers, missionaries, settlers, colonial administrators, armed forces, research workers ...", prior to introduction of malaria programme in Papua New Guinea. Mostly English records. No indication of relevant pagination.  
ANL, ANU, XLNS

348. Commonwealth Bureau of Nutrition  
*  
**Nutrition in Papua New Guinea: a bibliography covering the period 1962-1973**  

349. Gibbs, Clarence J.  
*  
**Bibliography of Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease**  
National Institutes of Health Publication 79-1952

350. Hornabrook, Rupert W. and Skeldon, Grania H.F. (eds)  
**A bibliography of medicine and human biology of Papua New Guinea**  
Papua New Guinea Institute of Medical Research. Monograph Series 5  
Alphabetical author lists by subject of references in a number of languages with running number used in author index. Regional index with subject subdivisions. Subject index refers to subject list in table of contents.  
ANL, ANU, NUN, VLU

351. Koop, Denise  
**Bibliography of medicine. Territory of Papua and New Guinea 1944-1966**  
Port Moresby, Papua New Guinea: Department of Public Health, 1967. 96 pp., processed  
Alphabetical author lists by subject of books, journal articles and papers from symposia and conferences in more commonly read European languages.  
ANL, ANU, NUN
352. Papua New Guinea Institute of Human Biology
A bibliography of medical and human biological research of Papua New Guinea
Alphabetical author list of books, journal articles, theses, in more commonly read European languages. Subject index with full bibliographical data. District index with author/date cross-references and subject subdivisions.
ANU, NUN, QSL

353. Skeldon, Grania H.F.
1976 Supplement to a bibliography of medicine and human biology of Papua New Guinea
To be used in conjunction with initial work (q.v. 350) which it brings to date with 1976 publications and earlier publications not previously listed.
ANL, ANU, NUN, VLU

354. Skeldon, Grania H.F. and Hornabrook, Rupert W. (eds)
A bibliography of medicine and human biology of Papua New Guinea
Papua New Guinea Institute of Medical Research. Monograph Series 5
Alphabetical author lists by subject of references in a number of languages with running number used in author index. Regional index with subject subdivisions. Subject index refers to subject list in table of contents.
ANL, ANU, NUN, VLU

355. Sotiroff-Junker, Jacqueline
A bibliography on the behavioural, social and economic aspects of malaria and its control
World Health Organization Offset Publication 42
Alphabetical author list of books and journal articles in more commonly read European languages. All foreign titles translated into English. Subject index with regional subdivisions.
ANL, ANU, NML, NUN

Papua New Guinea: Bibliography on population education
Bangkok: UNESCO Regional Office for Education in Asia, 1981. 27 pp.
Alphabetical author list of official and unofficial publications
covering population education; and country background information. Brief descriptive notes. Includes a list of periodicals containing articles on population education and a name index.

ANL

SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES

357. Aiahu, Mary Brigid
   The Anglican Church in Papua New Guinea
   5 leaves, processed
   Pagini Bibliography 6
   Part 1: Author list of monographs, articles, manuscripts, theses, church records. Part 2: Lists texts in Wedau, the official language of the Anglican Mission in Papua.
   Widely held

358. Aland, F.P. (comp.)
   "A bibliography of land utilization in Papua New Guinea" in
   Science in New Guinea 1:3-4 (1973) 83-92
   Boroko: University of Papua New Guinea, 1972- three times a year
   Alphabetical author/title lists of journal articles and CSIRO research papers with particular emphasis on resource data collection.
   Widely held

359. Alpers, Michael et al.
   Bibliography of Kuru
   Updates 1968 Bibliography of Kuru by D. Carleton Gajdusek and M. Alpers
   Alphabetical author list of books, journal articles, abstracts, official reports, dealing wholly or partly with kuru.
   Supplements 3 to 5: alphabetical author/title lists of studies in social and physical anthropology; linguistics and natural history relating to the Eastern Highlands of Papua New Guinea.
   NUN

360. Auerbach, Devoira et al.
   Regional plans of developing countries: an annotated bibliography
   pp.169-72: Papua New Guinea. Computer based data on
developmental proposals, giving population and resource details of each region mentioned.

ANL

361. Australia. Department of Overseas Trade. Central Library
Pacific Islands and Papua New Guinea: economic background.
A select reading list of material held in the Central Library
6 leaves, processed
Non-sequential listing of monographs and journal articles by region, with the Library's call number. Mostly 1970s references.
ANL, NSIE, VSL, VU

362. Australia. Department of Territories. Economic and Statistical Branch
Papua and New Guinea: sources of statistical information
Canberra: Department of Territories, 1961. 7 pp., processed
Bulletins and reports regularly issued by Papua New Guinea Administration covering a range of subjects. Sources of statistical information relating to business activities.
ANU

363. Australian National University. Department of Anthropology and Sociology
An ethnographic bibliography of New Guinea. Vol.1
x, 319 pp.
Author index with bibliographical data dealing mainly with journal articles published in various languages. Widely held

364. Australian National University. Department of Anthropology and Sociology
Sepik district anthropological bibliography
Canberra: Australian National University. Research School of Pacific Studies, 1963. 76 pp., processed
Books, journal articles, reports in more commonly read European languages listed by subject with geographical subdivisions giving only name of author and date of publication; by language and ethnic group indicating relevant author and locality; by author giving full bibliographical data. Includes a village directory of localities cited. Covers period 1601-1962.
QGU, QU, WU
365. Australian National University. Research School of Pacific Studies. New Guinea Research Unit

**Bibliography of cargo and nativistic movements in New Guinea**
Waigani: New Guinea Research Unit, 1972. i, 19 pp., processed

Dictionary catalogue listing of resources of New Guinea Research Unit Library. Articles, papers, theses in more commonly read European languages. Includes concise listing of all *Pacific Islands Monthly* articles on the subject.

ANU, QSL

366. Broadbent, K.P. (comp.)

**Papua New Guinea development problems**

Commonwealth Bureau of Agricultural Economics. Annotated Bibliography 26


NML, NSIE, QGU, SSL

367. Bruyn, J.V. de

"Anthropological research in Netherlands New Guinea since 1950" in *Oceania* 29 (1958-59) 157-63

Sydney: Australian National Research Council, 1954- annual

Selected list of publications and reports by subject and geographical areas. Some English titles.

Widely held

368. Bulmer, R.N.H.

* A bibliography of Kalam (Madang and Western Highlands District) *
Auckland, New Zealand: University of Auckland. Department of Anthropology, 1974. 11 pp., mimeographed

369. Bulmer, Susan and Johnston, Gabrielle (comps)

**A bibliography of Papua New Guinea archaeology**

Port Moresby: University of Papua New Guinea. Department of Anthropology and Sociology, 1972. 42 pp., processed

Bibliography 1/72 for the Papua New Guinea Archaeological Survey Alphabetical lists by subject of journal articles and unpublished papers and manuscripts in more commonly read European languages. Author index.

NU
370. Bulmer, Susan and Johnston, Gabrielle

A revised bibliography of New Guinea archaeology
Working papers in anthropology, archaeology, linguistics, Maori studies. 43A: Archaeology
Updated revision of 1972 edition. (q.v.369) Alphabetical author lists by subject, of journal articles, theses, unpublished papers and manuscripts in more commonly read European languages. Author index and locality index of archaeological sites.
NU, NUN, VLU

371. Chakravarti, Prithirindra and Kais, Kakah (comps)

Bibliography of new writing from Papua New Guinea
Alphabetical author lists by literary genre of books, journal articles, reviews, newspaper articles, and published interviews in English and the vernacular. Partially annotated. Author index.
ANL, NMQU, QU

372. Cleverley, John Farquhar and Wescombe, Christobel

Papua New Guinea: guide to sources in education
Lists official publications; aids for locating secondary sources, general information and unpublished and archival material; institutions producing and lending teaching aids and resources; and institutions publishing material on education in Papua New Guinea. Includes an annotated alphabetical author list of books on education in Papua New Guinea; a short title list of Papua New Guinea Department of Education publications; several appendices and a general index.
Widely held

373. Divale, William Tulio

Warfare in primitive societies: a bibliography
Enteries 1578-1619: New Guinea. Alphabetical author lists of books and articles in more commonly read European languages, by subject and major geographical region. Author index and tribal name index.
ANL, ANU, QGU
374. Dudley, May and Reeves, Suzan C.

**New Guinea social science field research and publications, 1962-67**
New Guinea Research Bulletin 32
Alphabetical author lists by subject index. Journal articles and theses under thirty-four headings.
AACE, ANU, NSIE, SU

375. Elsaki, Ahmed Elbadawi (comp.)

**Papua New Guinea legal materials: a bibliographical guide**
Port Moresby: University of Papua New Guinea, 1979. vi, 85 pp., processed
Alphabetical author lists by subject of books, journal articles and official publications. References on customary law; Western law; administration of justice; public law; private law; commercial law; crime; evidence; industrial law; and international law. Author index.
Widely held

376. Faircloth, Susan

**Population studies in Papua New Guinea**
IASER Bibliography 3
Alphabetical author lists by subject of books, theses, official publications and substantial articles, mostly in English. A few German titles. All entries accompanied by running number; locality sometimes indicated. Covers demography; national census and national statistics; census techniques; population decline; fertility; mortality; population planning; family planning, health planning and nutrition. Author index and province index with same subject subdivisions as in the bibliography.
Widely held

377. Faircloth, Susan et al. (comps)

**Politics and government in Papua New Guinea**
IASER Bibliography 4
Alphabetical author lists of books, theses and substantial articles in English and German covering traditional politics; modern politics and government. Addenda. Author and subject indexes. Each section preceded by commentary.
Widely held
378. Faircloth, Susan
Internal migration and urbanization in Papua New Guinea
IASER Bibliography 5
Alphabetical author lists by subject of books, theses, official publications and substantial articles in English language.
Location of unpublished material indicated whenever known.
Geography and author index.
Widely held

379. Freeman, Colin
Literature of Papua and New Guinea: a bibliographical summary
Port Moresby: University of Papua New Guinea. The Library, 1967. 14 pp., processed
An informative introduction to the bibliographic publications dealing with the South Pacific. References listed in a dictionary-catalogue format and accompanied by brief descriptive and critical notes.
ANU, QU

380. Gourlay, Ken (comp.)
A bibliography of traditional music in Papua New Guinea
Part I: Alphabetical author list with content summaries.
Part II: Indexes on ceremonial; costume; instruments; musicology; myth and folklore; peoples and places.
NUN, QSL, QU, VLU

381. Griffin, J.A. and O'Reagan, R.S.
"A select bibliography of Melanesian Law" in Melanesian Law Journal 1:2 (1972) 105-09
Boroko: University of Papua New Guinea. Law Faculty, 1977–twice a year
Alphabetical author list of books and articles in English dealing with the legal administration of Papua and New Guinea.
Widely held

382. Harris, G.T.
* Internal migration in Papua New Guinea: a review of recent literature
Port Moresby: University of Papua New Guinea. Department of Economics, 1972. 27 pp., roneoed
383. Hays, Terence E.  
**Anthropology in New Guinea Highlands: an annotated bibliography**  
Garland Reference Library of Social Sciences 17  
Alphabetical author lists of books, journal articles, theses, in more commonly read European languages. Headings: general; social and cultural anthropology; linguistics; prehistory; physical anthropology; physical environment. Author index and ethno-linguistic group index. Widely held

384. Hulme, D. and Turner, M.M. (comps)  
**Plantations and land settlement schemes in Papua New Guinea**  
IASER Bibliography 7  
Alphabetical author list of books, theses, official publications, journal articles and miscellaneous papers in English. Under two major headings: plantations, subdivided into pre-war and post-war periods; land settlement schemes with regional subheadings. Covers period 1906-1981, but mostly 1960s and 1970s references. Author index. QSL

385. Janousek, Jan Joseph  
"Papers 1932-1968"  
Canberra: National Library of Australia. Manuscripts Section  
Contains alphabetical tables of ordinances and statutory instruments with references and appendices; supplement to Volume 5 of the Laws of the Territory of Papua (1888-1945), and the Laws of the Territory of New Guinea (1921-1945); a thesis by H.T. Gibbs: "The Laws of the Territory of New Guinea. Their constitutional source and basic content"; a digest of all enacted Laws of the Territory 1888-1967. ANL

386. Johnston, Gabrielle and Bulmer, Susan (comps)  
**A bibliography of Papua New Guinea archaeology**  
Port Moresby: University of Papua New Guinea. Department of Anthropology and Sociology, 1972. 42 pp., processed  
Bibliography 1/72 for the Papua New Guinea Archaeological Survey  
Alphabetical lists by subject of journal articles and unpublished papers and manuscripts in more commonly read European languages. Author index. NU
387. Johnston, Gabrielle and Bulmer, Susan
A revised bibliography of New Guinea archaeology
Working papers in anthropology, archaeology, linguistics, Maori studies. 43A: Archaeology
Updated revision of 1972 edition. (q.v.369) Alphabetical author lists by subject of journal articles, theses, unpublished papers and manuscripts in more commonly read European languages. Author index and locality index of archaeological sites.
NU, NUN, VLU

388. Jones, Gregory Philip
Canberra: Canberra College of Advanced Education. Library, 1975. iv, 133 pp., processed
Library Bibliography Series 2
Alphabetical author lists under two main classifications with subject subheadings; mainly English sources. Includes relevant government publications. Author, subject, and series indexes. Widely held

389. Kais, Kakah and Chakravarti, Prithirindra (comps)
Bibliography of new writing from Papua New Guinea
Alphabetical author lists by literary genre of books, journal articles, reviews, newspaper articles, and published interviews in English and the vernacular. Partially annotated. Author index.
ANL, NMQU, QU

390. Krauth, Nigel (comp.)
"A bibliography of Papua New Guinean literature (to December 1977)" in R.E. McDowell and J.H. McDowell, Asian/Pacific Literatures in English
Alphabetical author lists by literary genre. Deals with fiction; poetry; anthologies; drama; autobiography; folklore/mythology; and literary criticism. Author index.
VMOU

391. Lamont, Jim (comp.)
Economics in Papua New Guinea
IASER Bibliography 6
Alphabetical author lists by subject of articles, theses, pamphlets, reports and miscellaneous references in English only. Author and subject indexes. Widely held

392. Lea, David A.M. et al.
"Geographers in Papua New Guinea: a preliminary bibliography" in Australian Geographer 13 (1975) 104-45
Sydney: Geographical Society of New South Wales, 1928/32-
Alphabetical author list of journal articles, theses, seminar and conference papers mostly post-1953 and in English. Earlier entries usually German references. Represents on the whole research undertaken by members of the Geography Department, Research School of Pacific Studies, Australian National University. Widely held

393. Lutton, Nancy (comp.)
Papua New Guinea creative writing index 1967-1974
Alphabetical author list of journal articles by literary genre. Widely held

394. Macintyre, Martha
The Kula: a bibliography
An extensive bibliography covering: Malinowski's relevant works; government publications and reports - both sections in chronological order; historical, anthropological and archaeological references to reviews, theses, books and journal articles in more commonly read European languages, listed alphabetically; references on Massim art; aesthetics of Kula objects and films, also listed alphabetically; non-sequential list of museums around the world holding collections of Massim material culture. Most entries are annotated. Author index. ANL, ANU, SU

395. Magriel, Paul David (comp.)
* A bibliography of dancing: a list of books and articles on the dance and related subjects
pp.76-77: New Guinea. Alphabetical author lists by locality with author, subject and analytical index.
396. Mainsbridge, Barbara
A bibliography of transport in Papua New Guinea
Port Moresby: Australian National University. New Guinea Research Unit, 1971. 46 pp., processed
Author/title lists by subject (transport, air, sea, road) with various subheadings of articles, reports, government publications. Numerous references from Pacific Islands Monthly. No index.
ANL, ANU

397. Maiuka, Eare
Methodist Church in Papua New Guinea
Port Moresby: University of Papua New Guinea. Library, 1975. 5 leaves, processed
Pagini Bibliography 4
Alphabetical list of monographs, articles, church reports, manuscripts and readers.
Widely held

398. McGrath, William A. (comp.)
A select annotated bibliography on land tenure in the Territory of Papua and New Guinea
Alphabetical author list of official publications, books and journal articles with brief descriptive notes and running sequence number. Includes a general bibliography on land tenure by R.G. Crocombe. No index.
ANL, QSL, VSL

399. Murane, Elizabeth
Bibliography of the Summer Institute of Linguistics, Papua New Guinea Branch, 1956-1975
Publications in Linguistics, Literacy and Anthropology Gazetted entries listed alphabetically by language giving name of language, approximate number of speakers, language family and stock, names of Summer Institute of Linguistics members who have worked on language and period of work. Each language accompanied by a running number corresponding to language map. Author index; language, family, and stock index; province and subprovince index; and topic index. "Linguistics and Anthropology": alphabetical author list of books and articles. "Literacy": alphabetical author list of articles with language subheadings, listing primers and readers in Melanesian pidgin with general description and number of copies printed. A similar but shorter work covering same period issued in 1976. Annual supplements.
ANL, VLU, VMOU
400. Newham, Nicolas (comp.)
* Cargo cults in New Guinea: a selective bibliography of materials held by Victoria University of Wellington
Wellington, New Zealand: Library School, 1976. 38 leaves

401. Newton, Douglas
Bibliography of Sepik District art annotated for illustrations. Part I
New York: Museum of Primitive Art, 1965. 20 pp., processed
Primitive Art Bibliographies IV
Alphabetical author/title lists of books, journal articles and catalogues either dealing specifically with the Sepik district or including illustrations of Sepik art. Entries in more commonly read European languages; annotations give details on illustrations.
ANL, ANU

402. O'Reagan, R.S. and Griffin, J.A.
"A select bibliography of Melanesian Law" in Melanesian Law Journal 1:2 (1972) 105-09
Boroko: University of Papua New Guinea. Law Faculty, 1977- semi-annual
Alphabetical author list of books and articles in English dealing with the legal administration of Papua and New Guinea. Widely held

403. Papua and New Guinea Institute of Technology
Education in Papua New Guinea: a bibliography
Lae, Papua New Guinea: The Institute, 1970. 19 pp., processed
Alphabetical author or title list of journal and newspaper articles and theses, mostly on the establishment of a university in the Territory.
Widely held

404. Papua New Guinea Statistical Bulletin
Catalogue of publications containing statistics on Papua New Guinea
Separate lists of serials, irregular publications and monographs with subject subheadings. Wide ranging. Frequency of issue or year of latest issue indicated. Title index.
NML, VMOU
405. Papua New Guinea, University of. Library. Readers Services
* Department
Bibliography of fiction relating to Papua and New Guinea held in
the University Library on 30 November 1968
3 leaves
New Guinea Bibliography 4
SSL

* Educational Services Division
A bibliography of education in Papua New Guinea
viii, 87 pp., processed
Alphabetical listing by author or subject of articles, reports,
press statements, conference papers. Subject index.
Widely held

* Educational planning and administration with particular
reference to school leavers and unemployment in Papua New
Guinea: bibliography

408. Papua New Guinea. Department of Education. Research Library
Bibliography of educational writings of Papua New Guinea
Konedobu, Papua New Guinea: Department of Education. Research
Library, 1974. 87 pp., processed
Alphabetical author/title list of books, journal articles,
theses, official reports and pamphlets. Periodical index. In
appendix: list of Papua New Guinea Education Ordinances and list
of Papua New Guinea Education publications. Front cover
entitled Bibliography of Education. Papua New Guinea.
Widely held

Bibliography of education in Papua New Guinea
Konedobu, Papua New Guinea: Department of Education. Research
Alphabetical author/title list of journal articles, theses and
reports. Includes subject index; details of journals published
in Papua New Guinea which are indexed in the bibliography; and
ANL
410. Philpott, Malcolm
**A bibliography of transport in Papua New Guinea 1976**
IASER Bibliography 1
Lists works undertaken within government departments and instrumentalities by consultants, academics and other researchers. Deals mainly with current projects and contains a synopsis of papers presented at the 1976 Joint Studies Program.
ANL, ANU, QCX, QSL, VLU

411. Potter, Michelle
**Traditional law in Papua New Guinea. An annotated and selected bibliography**
Canberra: The Australian National University, Research School of Social Sciences, Department of Law, 1973. v, 132 pp.
Alphabetical author/title lists of articles from English and French language journals. Annotations include ethnic groups concerned and essential issues treated. Multiple cross-references in systematic subject index with subdivisions; alphabetical subject index with group subheadings and alphabetical group index with subject subheadings.
Wide ly held

412. Public Library of New South Wales
**List of books in the Public Library of New South Wales relating to the languages of natives of Tasmania, New Guinea and Melanesia**
NML

413. Public Library of South Australia. Research Service
**Sorcery and magic in New Guinea. List of references**
Adelaide: 1958. 3 pp., typescript
Lists mostly articles in more commonly read European languages written between 1920 and 1956; gives Australian location of sources cited.
SSL

414. Reeves, Suzan C. and Dudley, May
**New Guinea social science field research and publications, 1962-67**
Canberra: Australian National University, New Guinea Research
415. Renwick, Helen (comp.)
* Elections in Papua New Guinea: a bibliography
Wellington, New Zealand: Library School, 1975. 37 leaves

416. Sack, Peter G.
Bibliographical introduction to legal history and ethnology: Papua New Guinea
Etudes d'histoire et d'ethnologie juridiques F/26
Chronological author lists covering traditional law; German colonial law; Anglo-Australian colonial law; and traditional and colonial law.
ANU

417. Sarufa, Gabriel
Gulf district customs and traditions
3 leaves, processed
Pagini Bibliography 5
Alphabetical author list of monographs and articles held at the University of Papua New Guinea.
NML, SSL, SU, VLU, WMDU

418. Schild, Ulla
Literaturen in Papua-Neuguinea
ANL, NNCU, VSL, VU

419. Schlesier, E.
* Der Stand der ethnographischen Erforschung Neuguineas
420. Smith, Myron J. Jr
Air war bibliography, 1939-1945: English language sources. Vol.2
Air-War Bibliography Series 2
pp.118-31: Bloody New Guinea. Dictionary catalogue listing of articles by author or title. Additional references scattered in other sections can be culled from name index.
AAWM

421. Sonter, Mark (comp.)
Boroko: University of Papua New Guinea. 1972- three times a year
Alphabetical author list of short articles, some reports and a few monographs.
Widely held

422. Sotiroff-Junker, Jacqueline
A bibliography on the behavioural, social and economic aspects of malaria and its control
World Health organization Offset Publication 42
Alphabetical author list of books and journal articles in more commonly read European languages. All foreign titles translated into English. Subject index with regional subdivisions.
ANL, ANU, NML, NUN

423. Steinbauer, F.
* Deutsche Literatur zu Papua Neuguinea
München: Deutsche Pazifische Gesellschaft Sonderheft 13

424. Turner, M.M. and Hulme, D. (comps)
Plantations and land settlement schemes in Papua New Guinea
IASER Bibliography 7
Alphabetical author list of books, theses, official publications, journal articles and miscellaneous papers in English. Under two major headings: plantations, subdivided into pre-war and post-war periods; land settlement schemes with regional subheadings. Covers period 1906-1981, but mostly 1960s and 1970s references. Author index.
QSL
Papua New Guinea: Bibliography on population education
Bangkok: UNESCO Regional Office for Education in Asia, 1981. 27 pp.
Alphabetical author lists of official and unofficial publications covering population education; and country background information. Brief descriptive notes. Includes a list of periodicals containing articles on population education and a name index.
ANL

426. Uviana, Monica
World War II in New Britain
Port Moresby: University of Papua New Guinea. Library, 1975. 2 leaves, processed
Pagini Bibliography 1
Alphabetical author list of books, journal articles and manuscripts.
ANL, NML, SU, VLU, WMDU

427. Walei, Rosa
Catholic Church in Papua New Guinea
Port Moresby: University of Papua New Guinea Library, 1975. 3 leaves, processed
Pagini Bibliography 3
Alphabetical list of books, journal and newspaper articles and manuscripts held at the University of Papua New Guinea.
NML, SSL, SU, VLU, WMDU

428. Welsch, Robert L. and Westermark, George D. (comps)
* A bibliography of North American anthropological theses on New Guinea

429. Wescombe, Christobel and Cleverley, John Farquhar
Papua New Guinea: guide to sources in education
Lists official publications; aids for locating secondary sources, general information and unpublished and archival material; institutions producing and lending teaching aids and resources; institutions publishing material on education in Papua New Guinea. Includes an annotated alphabetical author list of books on education in Papua New Guinea; a short title list of Papua New Guinea Department of Education publications; several appendices and a general index.
Widely held
430. Westermark, George D. and Welsch, Robert L. (comps)
* A bibliography of North American anthropological theses on New Guinea

431. Wilson, Audrey and Wilson, Michael
"Bibliography of science education in Papua New Guinea" in
Science in New Guinea 5:3 (1977) 127-40
Boroko: University of Papua New Guinea. 1972- three times a year
Alphabetical author list of journal articles, reports, newspaper articles, theses and reviews with brief descriptive notes.
Widely held

432. Wilson, Michael and Wilson, Audrey
"Bibliography of science education in Papua New Guinea" in
Science in New Guinea 5:3 (1977) 127-40
Boroko: University of Papua New Guinea. 1972- three times a year
Alphabetical author list of journal articles, reports, newspaper articles, theses and reviews with brief descriptive notes.
Widely held

433. Wilson, Richard S.
New York: The Philatelic Literature Association

434. Wormsley, Dianne (comp.)
Education bibliography 1979-1980
Alphabetical author/title list of journal articles and UNESCO publications. Subject index.
Widely held
GENERAL

435. Eldridge, Sally (comp.)

Solomon Islands bibliography to 1980
Suva, Fiji: The University of the South Pacific. Institute of
Pacific Studies; Wellington: The Alexander Turnbull Library;
Alphabetical author/title lists by subject with brief
annotations and locations of source material whenever
applicable.
ANL, NUN:S

436. Krauss, Noel Louis Helmer

Bibliography of Tikopia, Solomon Islands
Bibliography of Sikaiana Atoll, Solomon Islands
Bibliography of Ontong Java, Solomon Islands
Bibliography of Rennell and Bellona, Solomon Islands
Bibliography of San Cristobal, Solomon Islands
Bibliography of Choiseul, Solomon Islands
Bibliography of Rendova, Solomon Islands
Honolulu: the author, 1971-72
Pacific Islands Studies and Notes 1-4 and 6-8
Short alphabetical author/title lists from a wide range of
sources on a wide range of subjects. Relevant pagination
indicated. Brief subject index in each issue.
Widely held

437. Lutton, Nancy (comp. and ed.)

Guide to manuscripts held in the New Guinea Collection of the
University of Papua New Guinea Library
vi, 142 pp.
Non-sequential listing of manuscripts arranged under general
manuscripts or photocopies of same (code AL); manuscripts
relating to mission or church activities (code ALX); archives
on microfiche (code AMC); archives and manuscripts on
microfilms (code AMF). Brief descriptive notes; location of
originals indicated. French, English and German language
references. Includes references on the Solomon Islands. Author
and title indexes.
Widely held

438. Monberg, Torben

"Pacific Studies in Denmark: research on the islands of Rennell
and Bellona" in Annual Newsletter of the Scandinavian Institute
of Asian Studies 14 (1980) 76-84
Copenhagen: The Institute, 1974- annual
Alphabetical author list of works published by members of
various expeditions to the islands since the 1950s. All titles given in English. Covers flora; fauna; oral tradition; music; social life; and linguistics. A brief introduction outlines aims of expeditions.

ANU

439. National Archives of Fiji. Reference Library
Serial publications of Solomon Islands
Suva, Fiji: The Archives, 1975. 13 pp., processed
Serial Publication Catalogue 6
Subject/alphabetical listing of official publications for period 1893-1974, indicating years of publication.
ANU

440. Papua New Guinea, University of. Library
New Guinea bibliography: a subject list of books published in the New Guinea area and books dealing wholly or partially with a New Guinea subject published overseas
Widely held

441. Posnett, Norman William and Reilly, P.M. (comps)
Solomon Islands (British Solomon Islands Protectorate)
Land Resource Bibliography 7
Alphabetical author lists of official publications, books, journal articles, reports and theses in more commonly read European languages under sixteen subject headings.
NML, NU, VSL

442. Reilly, P.M. and Posnett, Norman William (comps)
Solomon Islands (British Solomon Islands Protectorate)
Land Resource Bibliography 7
Alphabetical author lists of official publications, books, journal articles, reports and theses in more commonly read European languages under sixteen subject headings.
NML, NU, VSL
443. South Pacific, University of the. Solomon Islands Centre
Solomon Islands Research Register
Honiara: University of the South Pacific. Solomon Islands Centre, 1972-annual
Includes list of recent publications. Author list.
ACAE, ANL, VMOU

EARTH SCIENCES

444. Harrington, H.J.
Tectonics of the Pacific basin and the circum-Pacific rim: an annotated bibliography for the interval 1967-1975
AMG

445. Pickford, John (ed.)
Indexed bibliography of publications on water and water engineering for developing countries
Alphabetical author list of journal articles and reports. Comprehensive subject-regional index. A number of entries on Solomon Islands.
ANL, NHA, SIT, VFIT

LIFE SCIENCES

446. Downes, M.C.
A bibliography of the recent crocodilians
[Port Moresby]: Department of Agriculture, Stock and Fisheries, 1970. iii, 256 pp. + 37 pp., roneoed
Alphabetical author/title lists in one consecutive sequence. Regional and specific accounts subject indexes indicate relevant references.
ANL

MEDICINE AND PUBLIC HEALTH

Bibliography on population education: Solomon Islands
Bangkok: UNESCO Regional Office for Education in Asia, 1981.
iii, 41 pp.
Descriptive list of official publications and seminar papers on health and family planning aimed at curriculum developers, educators, and practicing teachers.

ANL

SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES

448. Boutillier, J.
"A bibliographical review of Solomon Islands history" in
Suva: The Council of the Fiji Society, 1940- irregular
A discursive and critical review of books and articles in more commonly read European languages, dealing wholly or partly with the island group and placed in a broad historical context.
ANU, VU

449. Bulmer, Susan and Johnston, Gabrielle
A revised bibliography of New Guinea archaeology
Working papers in anthropology, archaeology, linguistics, Maori studies. 43A: Archaeology
Updated revision of 1972 edition. (q.v.369) Alphabetical author lists by subject of journal articles, theses, unpublished papers and manuscripts in more commonly read European languages. Includes references on the Solomon Islands. Author index and locality index of archaeological sites.
NU, NUN, VLU

450. Gourlay, Ken (comp.)
A bibliography of traditional music in Papua New Guinea
vii, 176 pp. (reprinted 1980)
Part I: Alphabetical author list with content summaries.
Part II: Indexes on ceremonial; costume; instruments; musicology; myth and folklore; peoples and places. Includes references on Solomon Islands.
NUN, QSL, QU, VLU
An annotated bibliography on land tenure in the British and British protected territories in South East Asia and the Pacific
London: Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1952. 164 pp.,
processed
Colonial Research Studies 6
Covers statutory and legal sources; legislative proceedings and debates; official statements and investigations; special studies and monographs; and general works. Solomon Islands
under Western Pacific High Commission.
ANU

452. Hilliard, J.B. (comp.)
An annotated reading list of United States Marine Corps history
i, 58 pp.
Department of the Navy. Historical Branch. Marine Corps
Historical Bibliographies.
A number of references on the Solomon Islands identifiable
through subject index under World War II - Solomons.
AAWM

453. Johnston, Gabrielle and Bulmer, Susan
A revised bibliography of New Guinea archaeology
Auckland: University of Auckland. Department of Anthropology,
Working papers in anthropology, archaeology, linguistics, Maori
studies. 43A: Archaeology
Updated revision of 1972 edition. (q.v.369) Alphabetical
author lists by subject of journal articles, theses, unpublished
papers and manuscripts in more commonly read European languages.
Includes references on the Solomon Islands. Author index and
locality index of archaeological sites.
NU, NUN, VLU

454. Laracy, Hugh M. and O'Reilly, Patrick
Bibliographie des ouvrages publiés par les missions maristes des îles Solomon et en particulier par les presses missionnaires de Visale, Honiara, Banoni Bay et Tsiroge
Publications de la Société des Océanistes 29
Separate chronological listing for Northern and Southern Islands
with annotations on language, type of publication and
translator.
ANU, NML, SFU, VMOU
455. Magriel, Paul David (comp.)

* A bibliography of dancing: a list of books and articles on the
dance and related subjects
p.77: Solomon Islands. Alphabetical author lists by locality
with author, subject and analytical index.

456. O'Reilly, Patrick and Laracy, Hugh M.

Bibliographie des ouvrages publiés par les missions maristes des
îles Solomon et en particulier par les presses missionnaires de
Visale, Honiara, Banoni Bay et Tsiroge
Publications de la Société des Océanistes 29
Separate chronological listing for Northern and Southern Islands
with annotations on language, type of publication and
translator.
ANU, VMU, SFU, VMOU

457. Ralston, Caroline

Pacific Research in Scandinavia. A survey of current Pacific
research in Scandinavia in the Humanities and Social Sciences
71 pp.
The Scandinavian Institute of Asian Studies. Special
Publications 4
Alphabetical author/title lists with annotations. References on
the Kroepelien Collection; manuscripts of Pacific interest held
in Denmark; Danish research on Rennell and Bellona; and recent
Scandinavian publications on the Pacific. Most relevant section
at pp.39-45. Includes short biographical sketches of Pacific
scholars in Scandinavia in the early 1970s.
ANL, ANU, NMQU

458. Simons, Gary F.

* Bibliography of Solomon Islands linguistics
Ukarumpa, Papua New Guinea: The Summer Institute of Linguistics

459. Smith, Myron J., Jr

Air war bibliography, 1939-1945: English language sources.
Vol.2
Manhattan: Kansas State University. Military Affairs/Aerospace
Air-War Bibliography Series 2
pp.106-17: Trauma in the Solomons. Dictionary catalogue listing
of articles by author or title. Additional references scattered
in other sections can be culled from name index.
AAWM

Descriptive list of official publications and seminar papers on health and family planning aimed at curriculum developers, educators, and practicing teachers.

ANL

461. Walei, Rosa

*Catholic Church in Papua New Guinea*

Port Moresby: University of Papua New Guinea Library, 1975. 3 leaves, processed

Pagini Bibliography 3

Alphabetical list of books, journal and newspaper articles and manuscripts held at the University of Papua New Guinea.

Includes material on Solomon Islands

NML, SSL, SU, VLU, WMDU
GENERAL

462. Andersen, J.C.
Entries of New Hebrides literature in the Turnbull Library, New Zealand
Wellington, The Library, no date. 4 pp., processed
Gives titles and detailed description of twenty-seven works in New Hebridean languages.
NML

463. Greenway, M.E., Posnett, N.W., and Reilly, P.M.
New Hebrides and New Caledonia
Land Resource Bibliography 5
Alphabetical author lists of books, articles, reports in French and English published between 1860 and 1971 under sixteen subject headings. No geographical subclassification, no index.
ANU, NU, NUN, QSL

464. Krauss, Noel Louis Helmer
Bibliography of the Santa Cruz Islands, Western Pacific
Bibliography of the Banks Islands, Western Pacific
Bibliography of the Torres Islands, Southwest Pacific
Short alphabetical author/title lists from a wide range of sources on a wide range of subjects. Relevant pagination indicated. Brief subject index in each issue.
Widely held

465. National Archives of Fiji. Reference Library
Serial publications of the New Hebrides (British Services and Condominium)
Suva, Fiji: The Archives, 1975. 9 pp., processed
Serial Publications Catalogue 5
Lists reports, proceedings, regulations for period 1906-1974; three major headings: British Service, Condominium, French Service.
Widely held

466. O'Reilly, Patrick
Bibliographie méthodique, analytique et critique des Nouvelles-Hébrides
Publication de la Société des Océanistes 8
Alphabetical author lists, by year or by subject of books and articles in more commonly read European languages and in local languages. Descriptive annotations, running number, location given when known. Author index.
Widely held

467. Posnett, N.W., Greenway, M.E. and Reilly, P.M.
**New Hebrides and New Caledonia**
Land Resource Bibliography 5
Alphabetical author lists of books, articles, reports in French and English published between 1860 and 1971 under sixteen subject headings. No geographical subclassification, no index.
ANU, NU, NUN, QSL

468. Reilly, P.M., Greenway, M.E. and Posnett, N.W.
**New Hebrides and New Caledonia**
Land Resource Bibliography 5
Alphabetical author lists of books, articles, reports in French and English published between 1860 and 1971 under sixteen subject headings. No geographical subclassification, no index.
ANU, NU, NUN, QSL

**EARTH SCIENCES**

469. Blondel, F.
*Bibliographie géologique et minière de la France d'Outre-Mer*

470. Dubois, J. and Mitchell, A.H.G. (comps)
Wellington, New Zealand: Department of Scientific and Industrial
Research, 1958- quarterly
Author lists by subject of reports and journal articles.
AGM, NML

471. Dugas, F.
* Bibliographie géologique et géophysique de l'arc insulaire des Nouvelles-Hébrides

472. Mitchell, A.H.G. and Dubois, J. (comps)
Wellington, New Zealand: Department of Scientific and Industrial Research, 1958- quarterly
Author lists by subject of reports and journal articles.
AGM, NML

473. Risbec, J.
"Publications scientifiques concernant la Nouvelle-Calédonie et les Nouvelles-Hébrides" in Etudes Mélanésiennes, nouvelle série, 8 (1954) 114-18
Noumea: Imprimeries Réunies, 1948-1965 - annual
Books, journal articles and theses listed chronologically by subject. No regional subdivisions.
NML

LIFE SCIENCES

474. Risbec, J.
"Publications scientifiques concernant la Nouvelle-Calédonie et les Nouvelles-Hébrides" in Etudes Mélanésiennes, nouvelle série, 8 (1954) 114-18
Noumea: Imprimeries Réunies, 1948-1965 - annual
Books, journal articles and theses listed chronologically by subject. No regional subdivisions.
NML
SOCIAL SCIENCES AND HUMANITIES

475. Centre Documentaire pour l'Océanie
   Fonds manuscrits ou en édition restreinte concernant la
   Nouvelle-Calédonie: fichier analytique assorti d'index
   spécialisés
   Paris: Ecole Pratique des Hautes Etudes, 1972. 12 frames,
   microfilm
   Inventory of material on microfilm extracted from Des Granges' 
Papers, most of which relate to the New Hebrides.
   ANU

476. Ferguson, John A.
   A bibliography of the New Hebrides and a history of the mission 
   press. 3 vols
   Sydney: the author, 1917-43
   Part I: Aneityum, Futuna, Erromanga - 36 pp.; Part II: Tanna, 
   Aniwa, Efate - 52 pp.; Part III: Nguna, Tonga, Makura, Emae, 
   Epi, Paama and Ambrym - 47 pp. Non-sequential listings by 
island of translation works, bible stories, liturgies undertaken
by missionaries.
   ANL, ANU, NU, TSL

477. Great Britain. Colonial Office
   An annotated bibliography on land tenure in the British and 
   British protected territories in South East Asia and the Pacific 
   London: Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1952. 164 pp., 
   processed
   Colonial Research Studies 6
   Covers statutory and legal sources; legislative proceedings and 
debates; official statements and investigations; special 
   studies and monographs; and general works. New Hebrides under
Western Pacific High Commission.

478. Lebeuf, Jacqueline
   Introduction bibliographique à l'histoire du droit et à 
   l'ethnologie juridique: Océanie française 
   Etudes d'histoire et d'ethnologie juridiques F/28.
   subject covering general literature, traditional law, 
   condominium law. References in more commonly read European 
   languages.
   ANU
479. O'Reilly, Patrick
"Travaux inédits de linguistique des missionaires maristes aux Nouvelles-Hébrides" in Journal de la Société des Océanistes
6:6 (1951) 249-53
Paris: Musée de l'Homme, 1945- annual
Author lists by area with location of references cited. Few references are however dated.
ANU
American Institute of Pacific Relations. Studies of the Pacific 86
Australian National University. Research School of Pacific Studies. Aids to Research Series 139
Australian National University. Research School of Pacific Studies. Pacific Linguistics Series 143/154
Bernice P. Bishop Museum. Entomology Department. Pacific Insects Monographs 335/342
Bureau d'Etudes Géologiques et Minières Coloniales. Publications (Paris) 268/469
Canberra College of Advanced Education. Library Bibliography Series 388
Central Archives of Fiji and Western Pacific High Commission (now National Archives of Fiji). Serial Publications Catalogues 233, 439, 465
Commonwealth Bibliographies 27
Commonwealth Bureau of Agricultural Economics. Annotated Bibliographies 146, 147, 148, 366
Commonwealth Bureau of Soils. Annotated Bibliographies 79, 80, 105, 316/330, 317
Council of Planning Librarians. Exchange Bibliographies 145
Garland Reference Library of Social Sciences 383
Instituut voor Culturele Antropologie Medelingen 231
International Council on Archives. Guides to the sources for the history of nations 22, 25, 30, 32, 58, 70/71
Kansas State University. Military Affairs/
Aerospace Historian. Air-War Bibliography Series 420/459

La Trobe University. Library Publications 137/180/217

London Oriental Bibliographies 179

Michigan State University. Latin-American Studies Center. Research Reports 138

Musée de l'Homme. Publications de la Société des Océanistes 263, 454/456, 466

Museum of Primitive Art. Primitive Art Bibliographies 401

National Library of Australia. Current Awareness Bulletins 47, 48, 49, 300, 301


New Zealand Oceanographic Institute. Miscellaneous Publications 82/95

Pagini Bibliographies 291, 357, 397, 417, 426, 427/461

Papua New Guinea. Institute of Medical Research. Monograph Series 350/354

Scandinavian Institute of Asian Studies, The Special Publications 457

South Pacific Commission.
  - Information Documents 111, 153
  - Projects 142, 176
  - Technical Papers 106, 107, 112, 118/133, 120, 124, 135, 183, 210, 211, 212, 228

Stanford University. Anthropological Series 175

United Nations Centre for Regional Development. Country Bibliography Series 220


United States Agency for International Development. Agriculture Technology for Developing Countries. Technical Series Bulletin 89

United States Army. Military History Institute. Special Bibliographies 208
United States. Department of the Army. Pamphlets

United States. Department of the Navy. Hydrographic Office Publications

United States. Department of the Navy. Marine Corps. Historical Bibliographies

Université Libre de Bruxelles. Etudes d'histoire et d'ethnologie juridiques

University of Auckland. Department of Anthropology. Working Papers in anthropology, archaeology, linguistics, Maori studies

University of Auckland. Library. Bibliographical Bulletins

University of California, Santa Cruz. Center for South Pacific Studies. Bibliographical Series

University of Chicago. Department of Geography. Research Papers

University of the South Pacific. Selected Bibliographies

University of Texas. Bureau of Business Research. Census Bibliographies

Vance Bibliographies. Pacific Administration Series

Western Association of Maps Libraries. Occasional Papers

World Health Organization. Offset Publications
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Agomes Islands
See Hermit Islands

Agriculture
- commodities 148
- Fiji 254
- Papua New Guinea 358, 384/424
- Southwest Pacific 79/105, 103

Alcohol 122/127, 126

Anglican Church
- Papua New Guinea 357

Anglo-French Condominium of the New Hebrides
- government publications 465
- law 186

Anir Islands
See Feni Islands

Anthropology 175
- cultural 222
- economic 201
- Irian Jaya 284, 367
- Papua New Guinea 346/359, 364, 383, 399, 428/430
- social 222

Aphids
- Papua New Guinea 337

Archaeology
- Papua New Guinea 369/386, 370/387
- Solomon Islands 449/453
- Southwest Pacific 140/171, 152, 176

Archives
- Fiji 46, 238
- Papua 281
- Papua New Guinea 292, 437
- Solomon Islands 437
- South Pacific Commission 23
- Southwest Pacific (Oceania) 14/15, 22, 24, 25, 30-32, 58, 70/71

See also Manuscripts
Art 59, 164, 167/168, 199
- Papua New Guinea . Massim 394
. Sepik district 401
Artefacts 195
Aua Island 290

Banks Islands 464
Barrett, Charles - collection 315
Bellona
See Rennell

Biology
- Papua New Guinea 350/354, 352, 353

Botany
- Fiji 106
- medicinal plants 118
- New Caledonia 196
- Papua New Guinea 329, 334, 336, 341
- Solomon Islands 106, 438
- Southwest Pacific 104, 107-110, 112-114, 116, 119
- Vanuatu 106

See also Flora, Lichens, Mangrove, Rhizobiology

Briophyta
See Mosses, Liverworts

British Service
- Vanuatu 465
See also Anglo-French Condominium of the New Hebrides

Caens Islands
See Tanga Islands

Cargo cults 183, 190, 231
See also Nativistic movements

Carteret Islands
See Kilinailau Atoll

Cartography
See Maps

Catholic Church
- Papua New Guinea 427

Census
- Fiji 219
- New Caledonia 219
- Papua New Guinea 219, 376
- Solomon Islands 219

Charts
See Maps

Choiseul 436

Church
See Anglican
Catholic
Methodist

Coffee
- Papua New Guinea 329

Co-operation 210, 212

Corporations 202

Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease
- Papua New Guinea 349

Crocodilians
- Papua New Guinea 331
- Solomon Islands 446
Culture 169/185/226

See also Anthropology

Customs
- Papua New Guinea 417

Dance 188, 189
- Papua New Guinea 395
- Solomon Islands 455

Demography
- Papua New Guinea 376

Dengue fever 121/125

Development 178, 194
- agricultural 147
- economic 137/180/217, 184
- Fiji 220
- Papua New Guinea 220, 360, 366
- social 137/180/217, 184, 215
- Solomon Islands 220
- Southwest Pacific 220
- Vanuatu 220

Discovery 207, 229

Domestic animals
- Papua New Guinea
  . infectious diseases 343
  . parasites 343

Drosophila (fruit fly)
- Papua New Guinea 340

Drugs 298

Earth Sciences
- Fiji 243-253
- New Caledonia 267-271
- Papua New Guinea 316-328
- Solomon Islands 444, 445
- Southwest Pacific 74-102
- Vanuatu 469-473

Economics
- agricultural 147
- craft 135
- industry, small-scale 135
- information 136/159
- new economic order 148
- Papua New Guinea 361, 391
- trade 134

See also Statistics, Trade

Education 151
- Papua New Guinea 372/429, 403, 406-409, 434
- population
  . Fiji 255/260
  . Papua New Guinea 356/425

. Solomon Islands 447/460
  . science
    . Papua New Guinea 421, 431/432

Elections
- Papua New Guinea 415

Elephantiasis 123

Energy 81

Entomology
- Papua New Guinea 335/342

Environment
- Papua New Guinea 383
- Southwest Pacific 67

Ethnography
- films 221
- Irian Jaya 284
- Papua New Guinea 363, 419
- Southwest Pacific 67

Ethnology
- Irian Jaya 284
- New Caledonia 274, 275
- Papua New Guinea 282, 286, 416

Exploration 207
- Irian Jaya 284
- New Guinea 286
- Southwest Pacific 59

Family planning
- Papua New Guinea 376
- Solomon Islands 447/460

Fauna

See Zoology

Feed Islands
See Nuguria Atoll

Feni (Anir) Islands 290

Fiji 16-18, 35/72, 36/68/73, 38, 40, 49, 54
- agriculture 254
- botany 106
- Catholic Mission 258
- development 220
- economic information 136/159
- energy 81
- ethnographic films 221
- geology 75/85, 243, 245, 247, 250-253
- geophysics 75/85
- government publications 233, 259
- health 255/260
- Indian indentured migrants 256
- journalism 206
- land
  . resources 240/241
  . settlements 224
  . tenure 223, 257, 259
- law 186  Geophysics
- maps 244  - Fiji 75/85
- mass communications 206  - New Caledonia 75/85
- mineral deposits 249  - Solomon Islands 75/85
- population 219  - Southwest Pacific 84/96
  - census 75/85, 470-472
  - education 255/260
  - geography 232
- soils 88  Gibbons, H.T.
- statistics 136/159
- tectonics 246
- travel/tourism 11, 161
- United Nations documents 26
- water engineering 248
Fiji Agricultural Journal 254
Filariasis 123, 124
Films 158
- ethnographic 221
- Fire 103
Fish poisoning
  See Ichthyosarcotoxin
Fisheries 153
Flora
- New Guinea 341
- Solomon Islands 438
Free Trade
  See Trade
French Service
- Vanuatu 465
See also Angola-French
Condominium of the
New Hebrides
Frogs
- Papua New Guinea 345
Fruit fly
  See Drosophila
Gazettes 7, 60
Geography
- New Guinea 327
- Papua New Guinea 392
- population 232
- Southwest Pacific 74, 87/97, 91, 98/101
Geology
- Fiji 75/85, 243, 245, 247, 250-253
- New Caledonia 75/85, 267, 268
- New Guinea 318/321
- Papua New Guinea 286, 319/324
- Solomon Islands 75/85
- Southwest Pacific 84/96
- Vanuatu 75/85, 469-472
Government publications
- development
  - Papua New Guinea 366
- education
  - Papua New Guinea 372/429
- Fiji 233, 259
- German New Guinea 309
- history
  - Papua New Guinea 388
  - Kula
    - Papua New Guinea 394
  - land tenure
    - Fiji 259
    - Papua New Guinea 398
- New Caledonia 266
- New Guinea 279, 289, 298, 327
- Papua New Guinea 280, 282, 289, 295, 299, 304, 315
- politics
  - Papua New Guinea 388
  - population
    - Papua New Guinea 376
  - population education
    - Solomon Islands 447/460
- Solomon Islands 439
- Southwest Pacific 60
- transport
  - Papua New Guinea 396
  - Vanuatu 465
Grazing 103
Green Island
  See Nissan Atoll
Groundwater
- Papua New Guinea 322
- Southwest Pacific 77/92/93
Health 130
- Fiji 255/260
- Papua New Guinea 376
- Solomon Islands 447/460
Hermit (Agomes) Islands 290
History 172, 173
- Papua New Guinea 388
- Solomon Islands 448
- Southwest Pacific 67
Husbandry
- Papua New Guinea
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</tr>
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<td>- Papua New Guinea 416</td>
</tr>
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<td>- Fiji 186</td>
</tr>
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<td>- Papua New Guinea 381/402, 385, 411</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- South Pacific 186</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- traditional - New Caledonia 275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Papua New Guinea 411, 416</td>
</tr>
<tr>
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<td>- Vanuatu 478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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<td>- reports to 41</td>
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<td>- New Caledonia 272</td>
</tr>
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<td>- Papua New Guinea 329-345</td>
</tr>
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</tr>
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</tr>
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- theses 150
- Vanuatu 479

See also Pidgin

Literature 230
- children 192, 193
- Papua New Guinea 371/389, 379, 390, 393, 405, 418, 423
- Vanuatu 462

Liverworts (briophyta)
- Papua New Guinea 334

Local government
- New Guinea
  . official publications 299

Loyalty Islands 38

Magic
- Papua New Guinea 413

Malaria
- Papua New Guinea 347, 355/422

Malinowski 394

Mangrove 114

Manu Island 290

Manuscripts
- Anglican Church
  . Papua New Guinea 357
- archaeology 369/386, 370/387
- discovery 207
- Fiji 236, 237
- New Caledonia 273
- New Guinea Collection 292
- Papua New Guinea 385, 397, 427
- Solomon Islands 457
- Southwest Pacific
  6, 14/15, 42, 45
- Vanuatu 475

Maps 78, 102, 328
- charts 207
- climatic 76/100
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- Fiji 244
- physical 86
- political 86
- strategic 86

Marist Missions
See Missions

Mass Communications 206

Massim art 394

McLaren Collection 41

Mead, Margaret 165

Medicine
- medical research 120
- medicinal plants 118/133
- New Guinea 286, 350/354, 351-353
- traditional 118/133

See also Dengue fever
  Ichthysosarcotoxism
  Sorcery
  Tuberculosis
  Witchcraft

Medicine and Public Health
- Fiji 255
- Papua New Guinea 346-356
- Solomon Islands 447
- Southwest Pacific 120-133

Meteorology 94
- Irian Jaya 284
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Migrants
- Indian indentured Fiji 256

Migration
- Papua New Guinea 378, 382

Mineral deposits
- Fiji 249
- New Caledonia 270
- Papua New Guinea 326

Missionary societies
See Missions

Missions
- Catholic
  . New Caledonia 277
- German New Guinea 309
- Marist 198
  . Solomon Islands 454/456
  . Vanuatu 479
- Missionary societies 174
- New Guinea 292
- Vanuatu 476

Mortality
- Papua New Guinea 376

Mortlock Atoll (Tuu) 290

Mosquitoes
See Elephantiasis
  Filariasis

Mosses (briophyta)
- Papua New Guinea 334
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- Papua New Guinea 188, 189
- Solomon Islands 380

Natural history
- Papua New Guinea 346

Nativistic movements
- New Guinea 183, 365

See also Cargo cults
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- war 157, 208, 426
New Caledonia 16-18, 35/72, 36/68/73, 38, 49, 54
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- geology 75/85, 267, 268
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- war 157
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- exploration 286
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See Tasman Atoll
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- Papua New Guinea 348, 376
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- Papua New Guinea 313
Oceanography 83/99, 90, 94
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Pacific Islands Monthly 35/72, 36/68/73, 43/50
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- anthropology 346/359, 364, 383, 399, 428/430
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- archaeology 369/386, 370/387
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- Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease 349
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- demography 376
- development 220, 360, 366
- domestic animals 343
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- economic information 136/159, 361
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